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that the judge at the trial should certify
that he was dissatisfied with the verdict
of the jury.

HON. R. S. H&vrxs said he was willing
to accept any amendment so long as the
principle was embodied.

Hoxv. F. M. STONE: It would be
better to leave the clause as it stood.

Hox,. R1. S. HAYNES: If it was the
wish of the Committee he would with-
draw the amendment, so that he could
submit another one to, the same effect
suosequently. He thought it would per-
haps be best to report progress.

Progress reported, and leave given to
sit again.

ADJOURNMENT.
Tim COLONIAL SECRETARY movsil

tbat the House at its rising do adjourn
until Tuesday next.

Put and passed.
The House adjourned at 9.15 p.mn. un-

till Tuesday, 23rd August.

Wednesday, Ith August, 1898.

Notice of Motion: Procedure as to Financial
Stetemeot,-Motion (urgency)l: "Hansard
Reports and an Omission - Motion
(urgency): Customs and Excise Duties,
Suspension of Standing Orders (new 'Terili
and Beer Dut-) ; in Committee-Papers

presented-Question: Davies v. Coonnis-
aboner of Railways, Damages-Question:
Works at 'Mundaring, Sale of Hiorses-
Question: 'Vex on Absentee Owners ol
Lands Unimproved-Fire Brigades Bill,
third reading-Warrants for Goads In-
dorsement Bill, third reading-Lodgers'
Goods Protection Bill, third reading-
WVines, Beer, and Spirits Sae Amendment
Bill, second reading-Motion: Women's
Franchise, debate resumed and adjourned
-Early Closing Bill, first reading--Local
Courts Evidence Bill, first reading-Ad-
journment.

THE SPEAKER took the chair at 4.30
o'cock, p.m.

PRtAYRxS.

NOTICE OF MOTION: PROCEDURE AS
TO FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

The PREMsIR having given notice of the
Financial Statement for the next day,

MR. LEAKE (Albany): On a point of
procedure, it will be recollected that last
session the debate on the Financial State-
ment was, carried on in Committee, and I
think you, Mr. Speaker, intimated that
the debate Should take place on the motion
for going into Committee. I do not know
whether you are prepared, sir, to give any
rule on the subject.

Tax SPEAKER: The debate should take
place in Committee, alter I have left the
chair. I have looked through the pro-
ceedings everywhere else, and I find that
is the couirse pursued.

MnR. LEAKE: It was mentioned last
session, was it not?

Tax SPEAKER: I do not remember it.
THE PREMIER: Members can speak on

it as much as they line in Committee.

MXOTION (URGENCY): 'M1ANSARD" RE-
PORTS AND AN OMISSION.

Mn. GREGORY (North Coolgardie): I
desire to move the adjournment of the
House, in order that I may draw attention
to the omission of certain remarks which
were made by the member for North-East
Coolgardie (Mr. Vosper) in this Assembly
on Thursday last, in discussing a clause in
the Land Bill relating to the insurance on
house properties. The member for North-
East Coolgardie, Speaking in reference to
clause 89, stated that working men, if
they insured their houses1 would ho a-pt to
burn their houses down and rob the in-
surance companies of the money. This
statement has been left out of the Haneard
report, ad I wish to draw attention to the
omission, in order that we may understand
what should be in the Hansard reports
and what should not.

Ma. LOCKE: I second the motion.
THE SPEAKER: My attention has been

drawn to this by the hon. member (Mr.
Gregory), and I have, communicated with
the principal Hanczrd reporter in re-
ference to it; and he informs me that,
owing to the very rapid manner in which
the member for North-East Coolgardis
speaks, and also the low tons in which he
speaks, it is sometimes difficult to hear
-what the hion. member says. But so many
members of the House have stated to me
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that those words were made use of on the
occasion referred to, that I have directed
the principal reporter that, in the revised
report of the debate, the words which
were omitted shall be put in.

MR. GREGORY: After that explana-
tioc, I ask leave to withdraw the motion.

Motion, by leave, withdrawn.

MOTIONS jLURGENCY) :CUSTOILS AIND
EXCISE L"CIES.

ALEhRATION OF TARIFF-STANDING ORDERS

RUSPENSION.

TuE PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J.
Forrest): As a matter of urgency, I beg
to move that the Standing Orders be sus-
pended in order that I may give notice
of a motion in regard to certain duties of
uetoms and excise. I beg to move that
th1 Standing Orders be suspended to
enable me to do so.

Question put and passed, and the
Standing Orders suspended accordingly.

Tum PREMIER : I beg to move that
this House do now resolve itself into a
Committee of the whole, for the purpose
of considering certain duties of Customs
and Excise.

Question put and passed.
IN COMMITTEE.

THE PREMIER (Right non. Sir J.
Forrest): I beg to move:

That the Colonial Treasurer be authorised to
take such measures as may be necessary for
the protection of the revenue with reference
to the duties of Customs and Excise, referred
t0 in Schedules of the Bills laid upon the table
of tile House.
I do not know the exaact procedure in this
matter, but I am, following that laid down
in the Parliament of Victoria. The pro-
cedure we adopted in 1893 was that a
message was sent from the Governor, and
thereon a resolution was proposed
authorising the Collector of Customs to
collect the new duties from that day. It
appears that the procedure in Victoria
is somewhfat different, and I have no
doubt they have there had much more ex-
perience than we have w~ith regard to this
mnatter. Therefore, after consultation
with the hon. the Speaker, I determined
to follow the practioc- in that colony.
The object we have in view is that the
proposals of the Government, which I am
prepared to place on the table at once
with the permission of hon. mein-

leri" shal take effect from to-morrow
monig and, in thel event of any of the

items not being passed by the House, it
ill, of course, be necessary to make a re-

fund of the duties collected. But I do
not think it is usual, nor do I deem it
necessary, that there should be any dis-
cussion at the present stage of the
matter; what I propose to do being to
foimally make this motion, which will
have the effect of protecting the revenue.
I do not know that I can place the infor-
muation upon thte table in the ordinary
way, because I am not aware that I have
suicient, copies of the Bill ; hut there
aire enough to afford hon. members the
'information. If hon. members approve
of the motion which I now propose, T in-
tend further to move that the House do
retolve itself into Committee on Tuesday
next to consider the items. After the
items have been considered and passed,
either with. or without amendmuents, we
must bring down a Bill in the same waey
as we do the annual Estimates; and
that, I think, will he following out the
usual procedure. The only object in act-

inin this urgent wvay is to try, as wvell
aswe can, to protect the revenue with re-

gard to any matters interfered with by
the proposed changes. I beg to place the
Excise Bill and the Customs Tariff on the
table.

MAi. LEAKE (Albany): I think I u
right in assuming that the real effect of
this motion will be to make the Tariff Bill
retrospective when passed.

TOE PnmnuE: Yes; and more than
that, it will take effect from to-morrow
morning.

MnR. LEAKE: Quite so; and the Act,
as passed, will date as from to-day;j and
the collection of Customs duties will go on
as if the new tariff had been passed.

MRiS Pnmsa: Exactly. That is the
object.

MR. LEAXE: That will not interfere
with our right to discuss the matter later?

THE PnnMna: NO; not in the slightest.
MR. TLLINGWORTH (Central Murchi-

son): The course of action prop)osed i%
quite regular and necessary, because the
general public will, as soon ais they get
information of any alterations in the
tariff, take goods out of bond and arrange
their affairs in such a manner as would
affect the revenue; but it is not quite cus-
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tomary for the Treasurer to put off the
debate. Following the ordinary custom,
debate should go on immediately.

TaE Ns~wss: Hon. members would
hardly be prepared to discuss the items ait
once.

MR. ILLINC-WORtTH: The Premier
should be in a, position to make, at any
rate, the first-reading speech on the pro-
posal,.

T'ax PREMIER: If that were the usual
course, I should be prepared to do it.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: I think it i s both
usual and desirable.

THE PREIER: It does Dot seem to be
so from the procedure in Victoria.

Mn, fLsLINO-WORTH: Debate does oc-
cur when the proposale are made ; and
the proposals, together with the reasons
for them, should be stated, because any
material alteration in the tariff has a very
grave effect upon trade in many direc-
tions. For instance, if it were proposed
to take a duty off goods, traffic in those
goods would be immediately stopped to-
morrow, because people would wait to see
what the decision of Parliament would be.
It is important that, asa soon as the infor-
mation. is obtainable, the general public
should possess it; and not only should
they have the information itself, but they
should know the general tone of this House
as to the prospects of such legislation
1)ei! passed. It is, therefore, important
that the debate should take place as
quickly its possible. I think the Premier
it; wise in taking this precaution at once,
because the intended changes almost in-
variably leak out, and this course will
protect the revenue; but it is also ad-
visable to go on with the introduction of
the measure at the present stage, so that
the House may be aware what the pro-
posals. of the Government are, and coin-
mercial men may know what is likely to
be the effect upon trade of the alterations
submitted. If the Premier is prepared to
go on, it would, in my opinion, be very
much in the interests of trade to do so.

Tnsf PREMIER:- It took several months
n Victoria. to get such a Bill through.

MIR. ThLINGWORflI: Tbe tariff itself
iiht take three months.

Ma. SOLOMON (South Fremantle)j: I
quite agree with what the bon. member
Qtfr. lllingworth) has said. The proba-
bility is that, as soon as the information

is obtained, the retailers will put on a
duty, and, consequently, the geeneral
public will suffer, because it will be im-
possible for them to get back the duty
paid on their purchases.

THE PREMIER:. I am quite prepared to
go on.

Ma. A. FORREST (West Kimberley):
1 think the proper course is being taken,
for- we want to see the proposals before
we can discuss them. I wish to see the
items.

A. LEAns: Do you not know what
they are?

Ma. A. FORRIEST: No. How should
II amn not a member of the Cabinet.
Mn. LEAnz: But you might hear sug-

gestions. you know.
MR. A. FORREST: I am surprised at

the hon. member Suggesting such a
thing. I certainly protest against this
matter being dealt with to-day. I would
not object to the Premier making a state-
meat, but memUbers are not prepared to
disc-uss the matter.

TUiE PREMIER : I bow to the hon.
mnember for Central Murchison (Mr.
Illingwvorth), as a constitutional au-
thority.

Ma. lLLxNaworrru: Oh, no.
Th'i PREMIER: And I shall be glad

to have the benefit of his knowledge and
experience to help us.; but I do not think
it is the custom to atdopt the course which
he suggyests. These ate matters of ur-
gency, which coma on without, notice,
as a rule, at day being fixed for the wes-
cus,4ion. No doubt the discussion ought
to take place ait an. early date.

Ma. kILoNwoavn: We do not knowy
what you propose to do.

Tsm PREMIER: I know that; but,
before you are asked to decide anything,
you will have an opportunity of hearing
an explanation of the "'hole matter. I
do not know that it would be usual to do
at the present moment what the hon.
member suggests. I know, at any rate,
that in 1893 we did not take that course.

Mnu. ILLINGWORTR: Will the P're-
mier allow me to explainI Who is togive
authority to, the Collector of Customs to
collect money on the articles affected?

rAm PRmIER: The House will authorise
the Treasurer to give instructions.

mn ILLINOWORTH: The House
must have a. basis for that authorit-.
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THE PREMIER: This resolution will
authorise the Tr-easurer to ktake such
steps as may be necessary to protect the
revenue

MR. ILLINOWORTH: It may -e pro-
posed to put 5O. a gallon oh whisky, for
what we know. I am not asking that a
discussion should take place now, but
that a. statement should be made.

MR. LEAKS: We want the Hill.
Tn PREMIER: The Bill is on the

table, and I shall have something to say
about it to-morrow night, when I will
refer to it in my Financial Statement.
I think the course of procedure now pro-
posed is all right.

MR. ILLINOWORTE: Perhans, as we
are so near- the Financial Statement, no
harm will take place by the discussion
being delayed to that time.

Question put and passed.
TnI SPEAKER resumed the chair.
Resolution of the Committee reported.
Tn PREMIER: I move that the re-

port be adopted. As I understand, the
course of procedure is to treat these pro-
poeals of the Government in exactly the
same way as the Annual Estimates, deal-
ing with them item by item; and, when
the House has passed all the items, to
introduce a Bill for carrying out the re-
solutions of the House. That certainly
was the practice adopted the other day
in Victoria, and it is a good plan, for it
affords every opportunity of discussi ng
each item in Committee. In 1893, the
Tariff Bill was introduced and discussed,
and that seemed to me to be a very good
plan; but it does not appear to be the
system adopted elsewhere, and it is just
as well for us to conform to the practice
in other places, which will also, I think;,
give the House more opportunity of deal-
ing with the matter than the introduction
of the Bill at the present time would do.

Question put and passed.
Ordered that the consideration of the

resolution be made an order of the day
for the next Tuesday.

PAPERS PRESENTED.

By the PREMIER: Bill to amrend the
Customs Tariff. Bill to impose an Ex-
cise Duty on fleer.

Ordered to lie on the table.

QUESTION: DAVIES v. COMISSIONER
OF RAILWAYS, DAMAGES.

MR. KENNY asked the Commissioner
of Railway,-l. Why the Government
had not paid the judgment given in the
Supreme Court in the case of Davies 1,.
the Commissioner of Railways. 2.
Whether the Commissioner was aware
that the solicitors for the plaintiff had
threatened to put the bailiff in the rail-
way station till the judgment was paid.

TnE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. F. H. Piesse) replied: -
1. The amount has not been paid over,
pending an appeal to the Full Court. 2.
No such threat has been made.

QUESTION: WORKS AT M UNDARINU,
SALE OF HORSES.

MR. HOLMES asked the Directkor of
Public Works, how many horses had
been sold by the Public Works Depart-
ment at Mundaring; to whom they were
sold, and at what price.

THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS
(Hon. F. H. Piesse) replied :-l. Three
horses have been removed from Mundar-
ing for sale, but only one has been Sold.
2. To Mr. Hooper, of Murray street,
Perth, for the sum of seven pounds (Y7).

QUESTION: TAX ON ABSENTEE OWN-
ERS OF LANDS UNIMPROVED.

MR. HIGHAM asked the Commis-
sioner of Crown Lands, whether it was
his intention to introduce a ll dealing
with taxation of unimproved lands,
alienated and owned by absentee owners,
such lands being contiguous, to, and im-
proved by, our railway system.

THE COMMISSIONER OF CROWN
LANDS (Hon. G. Throssell) replied: -
That the Government had this matter
under consideration.

FIRE BRIGADES BILL.
Read a third time, and transmitted to

the Legislative Council.

WARRANTS FOR GOODS INDORSE-
MENT BILL.

Read a third time, and transmitted to
the Legislative Cmoil.

LODGERS' GOODS PROTECTION BILL.
On the motion Of MR. LEAKS, the Bill

was read a third time, and returned to
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the Lgstie Council, with a. message
info L irg them that the Assembly had
agreed to the Bill without amendment.

WVINES, DEER, AND SPIRITS SALE
AMENDMHENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Mn. LOCKE (Sussex): In moving the
second reading of this Bill, it is such a
small measure that I think hon. members
will agree it is very necessary. Under the
present Act, a. widow can hold a liquor
license, but a married woman may not do
so. There are plenty of married women
who do hold licenses of hotels, and in
many cases they have to hold the license
in the name of a man other than the
husband of the licensee, this nominal
holder being on the premises simply as a
dummy to comply with that requirement
of the Act, which says the licensee shall
be on the premises for a certain time. I
do not think that is a, good nrovision, for
if a woman is capable of holding a liquor
license at all, she ought to be able to hold
it in her own right. Another reason is
that aL woman in this position runs a.
hotel in the name of a man other than
her husband;- and suppose she bad to be
prosecuted for selling liquor unlawfully on
Sunday, all that could be done by way
of punishmen4 wduld be to take -the
license from the rnan as the nowinii
holder, and the woman could then get
some other man to, act in the same posi-
tion, and so carry onl the business. A
statute which is so easily brokenb ought
to be amended, and at the present time,
when women's franchise is coming on
and women's rights are being talked of
all over the colony, as well as in this
House, I think it should be one of the
first moves in that direction to amend the
Licensing Act in the way this Bill pro-
poses, so that if a. married women carries
on a, hotel in a proper manner, and inas-
much sa she can hold the property in her
own right, why should net the license ber
in her own name? The licensing bench
and the police would have a, better
chance; of seeing that the licensed pre-
mises were properly carried on, and the
holder of the license would be more care-
ful. This is a. small ateration and in
the right direction, so that those who
are so strongly in favor of women's

rights are bound to support the Bill.
If a women's husband, having a hotel,
go.~s' away, to the goldfields, she will have
to give up the license, or arrange to
carry it on in the name of a dummy to
act as the actual licensee, who will be a
man other than her husband, and such
an arrangement cannot do any good. I
think it is a mistake, that the present Act
operates, in this way, and I hope the
House will consent to amend it by read-
ing this Bill a, second time.

, 6r. MORGANS (Coolgardie) :N1am. glad
to be able to support the second reading
of thel Bill, and in doing so, as a sup-
porter of the women's franchise which
ist about to be discussed again ina the
House this evening, I am glad to see that
the member in charge of this Bill intends
to support that measure also. He has,
brought forward a question in which
women's righits should be defended, and
I agrsns that it is only fair that a married
woman should have the same privilege
as a widow in regard to the holding of a
F. uoi license. In supporting that pro-

p, sal, I hope I may call on the member
in charge of the Bill to give his support
,.hen we again discussg the question of
cxtcnding -the franchise to women.

Mr. LEAKE (Albany) :The member
f,,r Sussex (Mr. Locke) has convinced ma
ci the necessity for this Bill, and
piLrriCu!arly when he so capably di.
4ieoted a. bluwi, aganst. duzmnying in
regard to the practice of the female holder
of a license having a6 man on the premises
for a. certain time for a certain purpose.
I do, not think we want these dummies at
all, and the hon. member has amply made
out his case. Whether the member for
Coolgardie (Mr. Morgans) will be suffi-
ciently tactful to catch the hon. member's
vote on another question is a matter we
need not go into;- but if the, member in
charge of this Bill is. prompted by that
generosity which we believe him to pos-
sess, he will respond readily to that ap-
peal. I see no, objection to a married
woman holding, a hotel license, if we re-
cognise the principle, that such licenses
can be held by a woman at all; and now
that the law recognises the rights of
married women to 'hold property, -there
is no reason why we should refuse assent
to this mesumre.

Wines, Beer, eic., Bill, [17 AuGUST, 1898.]
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Min. SOLOMION (South Fremnantle):
I do not intend to oppose the second read-
ing, but I ask the Attorney General
whether, if the Bill be passed, it will allow
of a dual license being held in the event
of the husband and wife agreeing to, separ-
ate for the purpose of holding Licenses in
different districts. That is a matter
as to which I, being a. justice of the peace
and member of a licensing board, feel my-
self in a difficulty, and I think it is an imi-
portant point which should be settled.

THE ATCTORNEY GENERAL (Hon. it.
W. Pennefather) - The hon. member for
South Fremantle suggests that this Bill
might raise a. difficulty; but the hen.
member will bear in mind that a licensingf
bench, no matter whether this Bill
passes or not, will still be able to exercise
a discretion in granting or refusing -the
license to. a, married woman; therefore
I do not think the suggestion will raise
any difficulty.

Mut. ILLINOWNORTH (Central Muroh-
izon): It does seem to me that the diffi-
culty is greater than has been stated,
because a h~usband may he, at
Coolgardie and mnay deal with the
licensing bench there, or he mnay be on
the Mfurehison and deal with the bench
there, while the wife may be in Fre-
mantle or some other place, and so have
to deal with a different licensing bench.
If people can hold as miany publicans'
licenses as they like, that will he a. dif-
ferent question. But can any provision
I)C put in the. Bill for preventing the hus-
band and wife fromt applying separately
to different licensing benches, for the
purpose of obtaining and carrying on
iflOrc than one business, and thus doing
business with the samne people out of the
samte stock? Something might be done
to prevent that. As far -as the principle
of the Bill is, concerned I see'no objection
to it, althougrh I urn. not in favour of
womien's rights. [ do think that inany
objeetionable things are g~oing On inl this
country, and in every part of Australia.
in which widows and married women are
carrying on businesses of a kind which
ar2! dangerous for women. to carry on. and
under circumstances which are calculated
to degrade them. A- widow miay Own the
capital in a public-house which has been
left by her husband, and as she cannot
hold the license in her own namne she

may employ a barman to hold it on her
behalf; consequently she is placed in a
position which is undesirable, and one. in
which the bud wguld give her relief. In
that respect I think the Bill is desirable,
if thiis licensing system is to be carried
on at all, though I think it is absolutely
bad. I should like to call the attention
of the House to a fact that has come out
recently, and that is that no less than
.,UuO persons have been detected going
into public-houses on a Sunday in the
towo of Fremantle. In this we have an
instance of Parliament having, made
statutes which our people are not pre-
pared to obey;- one of those dangerous
inttances in wvhich Parliament, acting
under emotional feeling or pressure,
passes certain laws, and within a. week or
so those laws are flouted by the general
public, and therefore cannot be enforced
by the State. It does seem that if our
police authorities are desirous of carry-
ingr out the will of Parliament by givingy
effect to statutes which it passes, som1e-_
thing, should be done in regard to this
distinct breach of the law which I have
mentioned ;and as the Premier is the
Minister in charge of the police depart-
ment, I think it is due to this House and
to the colony that he should give some
explanation as to why this wholesale
breach of the law is permitted, and why
th-2 police do not interfere with those
licensed vietuallers who thus set at de-
fiancL a. law which precludes the selling
oi drink on a Sunday. Why is there nio
attempt made by the police to stop this
wholesale selling? I have good authority
for saying there is more drink sold
in the -nublic-houses on Sunday than
on any other day of the week:
arid it becomes a, question as to
whether the Ilws of this country are to
be flouted, and whether the police, who
are chared with the care of hotels, arc
to allow this state of things to go on. I
amu not saying the police are to blamue.
because I know the difficulties there are

Lobtaining convictions for breaches of
licenses; and the whole thing arises fromn
the fact, I am sorry to say, that public
o!lniUon is not with the law. That shows
tli danger of putting on the statute book
a law which the strength of public opinion
is not preipared to maintain; h ut while
th! law is on the statute hook the Pre-

[ASSEMBLY.] Second reading.
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mitt, who is in churgt of the policev c,-
pertinent, should surely offer somne ex-
planation as to why so grave a breach isi
allowed to go on continuously, and why
no effort is made by the police to stop this
Sunday-trading. If the statute is to he
broken simply because the police refuse
to enforce the powers which are within
their control, it becomnes a question as to
how far Parliament legislates or thc Gov-
ernment legislates I take it that it is
the duty of the Government to carry out
the will of Parliament, and it is the duty
of the Premier, who is in charge of the
police, to see that Sunday-trading is not
allowed to go on, and that some proper
attbmpt is made to put it down. Nothing
ha.; been done, so far as I know, and I
call upon the Premier to tell us why.

Thu PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J.
Forrest): I am very anxious to give in
formation when I can do so, but I never
heard of those thousands of people in
Fremantle going into hotels on Sunday, as
stated by the hon. member.

Mu. ILLT.NowoRTR:. I have spoken about
it in this House.

THE PREMIER: Some hon. member
may have made a. speech on the matter,
but I did not read the report of his speech,
and do not know what was said. It isa
curious thing that people are so anxious
to break the law in regard to obtaining
drink on Sunday, but the same thing is
done all over the world. I suppose the
fact that people are not allowed to drink
on Sunday causes them rather to desire to
have & little refreshment.

Ma. ILLINGwoRTZ: The law is enforced
in Victoria.

Tm PREMIER: I do not believe the
law against Sunday drinking is in force
anlywhere. It seems to me that if a person
is well off and well dressed, he can go into
a hotel on Sunday and get drink any-where,
whereas if a person be poor, Or not well
dressed, he cannot get served in hotels on
Sunday. You may go into any of the
hotels in Melbourne on Sunday, and sit
down in nice chairs, and have something
to drink; but a person cannot do so if he
is poor. I remember being in Glasgow
some years ago, and I wondered to see so
many persons going into and out of hotels.
I asked a friend,"What are all those people
going in forI" And he said, 'They are
going in to have a nip." I saw working

people and persons of all sorts, a regular
stream of them, some going in and others
going out. That was against the law, but
it did not seem to matter.

MR. ILLLnowoaTH: What is the good of
the lawI

Thu PREMIERi: I quite agree that it is
not a good thing to have a law which is
broken in that manner, but this is one of
the laws which is broken everywhere. If
you go on the goldfield which the bon.

*member represents, you will find the
*young men having their football or
cricket, and retiring to an hotel to have
s-omething to drink,.aet or l h

M.Mo.A-;: They hv owr l h
reit of the week.

THE PREMIER: If there is any dis-
Iturbance in doing this sort of thing, then
II think the police should inteifere; but
where people behave in a. respectable man-
ner, I do not think the police should be
running after them all day on Sunday.

MR. ILLIN~woIITH: Why do you not re-
scind the law, then?

THE PREMIER:- Because the bon. memn-
ber will not allow us to do so. I do not
think we should interfere with people, so
long as they act respectably. The words
of the hon. member (Mr. fllingwcorth) will
be published in the Press, and the Gover-n-
ment will make inquiries as to the drink-
ing which he says goes on at Fremantle.
We must see that the law is carried out
reasonably; but I do not believe in run-
ning after persons who are law-abidingr
merely because they obtain drink on S un
day. Still, people must not break the law
openly.

Mni. KENNY (North Murchison): I
have much leasure in supporting the
Bill, and I feel that it will serve the pur-
pose for which it was introduced. We
will all agree that there are women far
more suited to hold licenses than many
men, and I think the time has come when
this disqualification, so far as it affectis
respectable women, should be removed.
Nor canl I sce anything inl the contention
that we will be running any greater risk
by reason of a wunan, instead of a nin,
hloldingr a. license. I ani sorry I am un-
able to see eye to eye with the member
for Central Murchison in this matter.

MR. ILLLNGOoITH: I never said that,
I said exactly the opposite.

Wines, Beer, etc., Bill: L17 AxGuST, 1898,j
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Mn,. KENNY: I stand corrected. I
should say that we are running a greater
risk in having a, man there. I trace this
Licensing Act back to its natural cause,
which is generally known as "the great
Australian thirst;" and I think you can
no more legistate successfully against the
natural thirst of the average Aus-
tralian than you can compel a man to
say his prayers by Act of Parliament. I
certainly saw a great deal in the Press
about the members of the congregation
of a certain church watching at the
various hotels in Fremantle for the pur-
pose of detecting Sunday trading and its
results, Well, I am sorry to think those
really good church-people did not show
a better example, and just remain inside
the four walls, of their edifice and 'esr'r
out what they profess, instead of bother-
ing their heads about the few men whto
think fit to slake their thirst on Sunday.
It is uttery impossible to enforce that
particular section of the Wine, Beer, and
Spirits Sale Act; and I quite agree with
the Premier in this matter, that as long
as the working men or the general puouic
of any town or city do not create a, dis-
turbace or make an unseemly display,
it will be far better to allow them to go
in and have their drinks quietly than
attempt t6 prevent them. In regard to
entirely doing away with this Act, I am
sure no one would more strongly oppose
an attempt to hinend the Act in the
direction suggested than the member for
Central Murobison, and I think he would
have a majority of thisa House with him.
None of us would approve of the hotels
being opened on Sunday for the purpose
of supplying drink to those who wish to
take more than is good for them.

MR. IwnizowonmH: How much is good
for themI

Mln. KENNY: I invariably allow rne
individual to settle that question for him-
sell. We had better leave the Act as it
is, rather than attempt to, improve .. in
either of the ways suggested. I have
much pleasure in supporting the Bill, and
hope to see it pass into law.

Ma. WALTERI JAMES (Eat Perth):
I regret that in this matter I do not
agree with the member for North Mur-
chison (Mr. Kenny) or with the Premier.
I realise thoroughly that it does not al-
ways follow, because you have a law on

your statutebook, you should rigorously
enforce it. The value of our laws is
largely dependent upon the discretion
shown in their administration; it is in
the wise administration of an Act that
its wisdom very often, appears, and it
may well be that we are not called upon
to rigorously enforce an Act to such an
extent as would amount to persecution;
but I cannot for a moment admit that
such expressions as have fallen from the
leader of the Government should be
allowed to pass without some protest. 1
venture to think that, so f ax- as th e leader
of the Government is concerned, when
wve discuss such matters as these in
Parliament, it should be understood that,
while we have laws, they ought to us
observed. That, at all events, should be
the position hon. members ought to take
up; and I venture to think that when, in
ao comparatively small place like Fre-
mantle, the Act is so outrageously bro-ken
that 5,000 people on one Sunday-

MR. VospEn: Do, you think those
statistics are reliable?

MRt. JAMES: That 6,000 people, at all
evetts, could have been found in such
positions as to lead to the inevitable con-
clusion that they were breaking the Act,
that is not by any means a6 good thing.
If the law is broken to that extent, it is
openly broken, and such proceedings
ought to be checked. These figures are
given by people who, I should think, can
be trusted. I am. prepared to make a.
good allowance for their enthusiasm.

MR. MonAN: "Cranks."
Mn& JAMES: They may be "cranks"

--enthusiasts are always so, called; but
we will make a very considerable allow-
ance, and say they saw double on ac-
count of their enthusiasm. Even then,
there were 2,500 people in a small. place
like Fremantle who broke -the law on one
Sunday. If ihat be so, the administra-
tion of the Act is getting far too lax, and
some steps should be taken to amend it.
Prevention should not be enforced so as
to amount to persecution; but, on the
other hand, if the utterances of the Pre-
mnier are, to receive an endorsement from
this House, I have no hesitation in say-
ing that, in a month from this date,
those provisions which give the Sunday
closing will be absolutely a dead letter.
The risk we run is that, if expressions of
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this sort are made use of in such a quar-
ter, those who are appointed to see that
this Act is observed will be encouraged to
allow it to be broken, and they will de-
rive their encouragement from the words
of the Premier. We must take every
possible precaution to check Sunday
trading.

MR. A. FORREST: There is Sunday
trading in England.

MRs. JAMES: There are lots of things
in England whii& wve have not here.
There is a House of Lords in England,
but there is none in this colony. There
is a place called Westminster Abbey in
England, but there is no such place
here.

Mn. A. FORREST: That is beside the
question.

Mn. JAMES: Just like the hon. mem-
ber's interjection-entirely irrelevant.
It is a very much controverted point in
England whether the Sunday opening of
hotels has not led to a very serious in-
crease of drinking. In our leaislation
on this question we a moving aide by
side with the majority of the Australian
colonies; and that fact should appeal to
us, for their legislation is progressive
like ours. We ought to stick to the
principle we have already put on the
statute book, and insist on the enforce-
ment of the provision for Sunday closing-

MR. LEAnM: That is not in this Bill.
MR. JAMES: And we should not al-

low the la,%v to be so openly broken as it
has been in Fremnantle. I quite agree
that it is not in the Bill ; but the matter
has been referred to by previous
speakers, and I make these observations
because I regret to hear the right hon.
gentleman practically state that the
publicans are entitled to openly break
the law. So far as this Bill is concerned,
I am opposed to it. The only object in
passing this Bill is to give to a mar-
ried woman the right of holding a
license, and I object to it most strongly.
If a married woman is living with her
husband, why should not the husband
hold the license? But let there be pro-
vision that if she has a, deed of separationi,
or has obtained a divorce, and conse-
quently is not living with him, that then
she shall have the righbt to hold a license.
If we permit the law to stand as at present
we shall be encouraging one of the worst

possible features in connection with the
Married Women's Property Act, by
affording opportunity for the perpetration
of fraud. In Enigland one of the most
striking features has been the way in
which business people avail themselves of
the right the Act gives them to go on
trading years and years in their own
names, and let the licenses be hold
in the names of their wives. By
passing this legislation you would
be simply adding one more induce-
ment to fraud. If the wife and husband
are living together, there can be no object
for such legislation. Is there an idea
that the husband should have a license
for one hotel and the wife for anotheri
I submit that there is not. It might very
well be that, though a woman is mraxried,
she might be divorced or separated, and
under those conditions I submit you are
placing no limitation upon her freedom ;
but the only effect of this Bill as it now
stands will be that, where the, woman and
her husband are living together, you will
give the woman the right to have the
license in her name. I cannot, conceive of
any reason why that should be done,
whilst, on the other hand, there are
abundant good reasons why we should
insist on the license being in the name of
the husband.

MR. ILLiNoIwoRTH: Suppose a man is&
working miner?

MR. JAMES: If he is a working
miner living on the premises, he can still
have a license.

Mle. A. FORREST: The wife might
want a license down here, while her hus-
band is working on the g-oldfields.

MR. JAMES : She might; hut how
many cases, are there like that? I assert
without fear of contradiction that if you
alloy a married woman to have a license,
as you suggest by this Bill as now drawn,
it will be used for fraudulent purposes in
nine cases out of ten, and I speak with
far greater authority than the hon. mem-
ber for Sussex (Mr. Locke), because I know
from my professional experience how
these frauds are worked. If the hom.
member knew anything about the Msar-
ried Women's Property Act, he would be
aware how often expressions have fallen
from the bench of England regarding the
grave frauds perpetrated through that
Act.
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MAN. CONOLLY (Dundas): I have
great pleasure in supporting the re-
marks which have fallen from the member
for East Perth (Mr. James). I think
that the, Bill as it now stands
might in a great number of cases
be open to much abuse. The hon.
member for East Perth has men-
tioned cases that are worthy the con-
sideration of this House, and when this
Bill is discussed in committee it will be
well for hon. members to consider an
amendment which should have for its ob-
ject the prevention of any woman re-
ceiving a license who has a husband re-
siding in the same town and possibly
holding a license for another hotel. On
the other hand, I am very pleased indeed
that this Bill has been submitted to the
House, because to my knowledge there
are many really hard and harsh clauses
affectingr women under the present Act.
For instance, even in my constituency
there is a woman whose husband for the
last10 years has been in a lunatic asylum,
and she cannot hold a license in her name,
the result being that she has to resort in
a meaisur;' to some kind of subterfuge to
evade the law, so as to carry on whbat in
the eyes of every reasonable and com-
petent person must be a perfectly legiti-
inate trade. There can be no reasonable
cause given why she should not possees
all the benefits and privileges of the
Spirit Sale Act. With Rome amendments
which, no doubt, the hon. muember for
East Perth, or some other member, will
introduce into the Bill, I shall have
much pleasure in supporting the second
reading.

MNf. GE011GE (Mlurray): This Bill is
one which, althouah very short, requires
a great atmount of contideration front
hon. members. I think that if a 'voman
is married and is living with. her hus-
Iband, he is the person who should honve
the license.

Mr. A. Fonanwr: He may he in Cool-
gardie.

M r. G'EORGE : H1e may be in heaven.
Ibut we are speaking of Perth. I repeat
that where a woman is married and liv-
ing with her husband, the husband. who
hAs to take the responsibility of all the
acts in connection with the house, is the
person who should have the license.
This case might come about : A man

whose character might not be sufficiently
good for him to be able to get a license,
might have for his wife one of the best
women in the world. The wife could ob-
tain a license, and he could hang about
the public-house, throwing all his bad
influence over the place ; yet scarcely
anything could be done to him, because
he would be there simply as a lodger
and not hioldin~r the license. I take
it tha~t if hion. members aire prepared
to pass this clause as it stands, it
wvill be necessary for them, when
the Bill for conferring female suffrage
comes on this evening, to gracefully con-
cede the matter without any debate
wvhatever. If they assent to the one thing,
they must really assent to the other.
I have very strong opinions on tots
mantter, not liking to see a woman en-
gaged in a trade of this sort at all. I
do not wish to say any word against bar-
maids as bartmaids, or as women, but I
would very much prefer they were not
behind the bar. There are things con-
nected with the liquor traffic which, to
my mind, are not elevating. Language,
frequently passes in bars which is dis-
gusting enough for men to listen to, and
m;ust certainly be equally disgusting to
women; and though it may be said they
get used to it, and take no notice of it,
I assert that it is a bad thing for women
as well as men to get accustomed to
language of an improper description. If
it were a question of the old-fashioned
hotel, which people visited for the pur-
pose of getting what hotels were estab-
lished for, board and residence for them-
selves, and attention for their horses, it
would be a very different matter : but, as
far as I can aicertain, the bulk of the
hotels in Western Australia in the big
towvns exist principally for the liquor
trade. If you go for a meal, they are
bound to give you one; but they would
rather that you did not ask for it, as they
derive no profit from it. I know that
when I am out in the bush, or anxrwhere
of the kind, they do not make any nrofit
out of mue, at an;- rate. They may obtain
profit fromi the liquor, but not the meals.
As far as I understand the member
for East Perth (Mir. James), I am cer-
tainlv inclined to go with him this once ;
and perhaps that will make some little
amends for occasions on which I am not
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so ready to follow his lead. I presume
that it will be possible, when this matter
comes into Committee, to deal with sec-
tion 2- a little more fully. Therefore, I
reserve my remarks on this subject until
we reach that stage. The business in
question is one whch, in my opinion,
lowers women very considerably. I do
not wish to be understood to be casting
any reflection upon any ladies behind the
lbars, or upon publicans' wives, or any-
thing of that sort, for I think they are
probably as good and as moral as other
women; but, at the same time, the very
influence of the place must lower them
insensibly.

AIR. MORAN (East Coolgardie): I
think I ought to support the second read-
ing- of this Bill; for although, perhaps,
there is a great deal of truth in what the
member for the Murray (Mr. George) has
said, it is going rather deep in Western
Australia. We have not reached the abo-
lition of barmaids 'in this colony. The
provimion enabling a married woman to
hold a license ought, however, to be safe-
guarded in some respects. I am of
opinion that the whole of the power should
be left in the hands of the licensing
bench. I am informed that a widow may
hold a license at the present time; there-
fore, the bill appears to me to be redun-
dant; but I can conceive occasions on
which a, married woman should be al-
lowed to hold a license, and I do not think
the law should be so stringent as to alto-
gether prohibit her from doing so, be-
cause she has a. husband alive somewhere.
And especially does that argument hold
good in n. colony like this, w-here we have
a large proportion of the male population
away perhaps on the goldfields, whilst
their wives aire endeavouring to support
themselves aind their families in other
parts of the colony. It is not at all a
rare occurrence to come across cases in
which the wife and family live in some
town in Western Australia, whilst the
husband is on the goldields, to which
both married and single are drawn. I hope
we3 shall give the concession, but that it
will he given in such a way that we shall
not hasve a man as the holder of a license
in one street in a town, and his wife as
the holder of another license in the same
ton. That would be iroing beyond what
any of us desire, and, what is more, it

would be giving undue influence, as it
would afford an influential publican an
opportunity to get a lcense for his wife,
which mig&l shut out someone else from
obtaining it. Our legal friends may be
able to suggest some safeguards. Before
I sit down I would like to say, in refer-
ence to Sunday trading, that I hope the
remarks of the Premier will not be taken
too seriously, but in a jocular sense. I
hope that the members for Central Mur-
chison (Mr. flhingworth) and East Perth
(Mr. James) will not endeavour to make
a law absolutely prohibiting trading on
Sundays. The real object of preventing
Sunday trading is to keep up a respect-
able appearance, so that the front door
shall niot be open, and there shall he
no one singing and dancing, and perhaps
drinking to excess ; but I cannot see
much harmn in a little Sunday trading, so
long as it is conducted in as proper man-
Del-. As member for a goldfields consti-
tuency, I am representing the largest
working population in Western Australia,
comprising Kalgoorlie and the Boulder,
where, if the hotelkeepers were absolutely
compelled to keep their premises closed,
a great hardship would be inflicted. Sun-
day, it appears to me, is a, day for all
sorts of sports and recreation, but very
little drunkenness occurs, and men com-
ing- very long distances should have an
opportunity of obtaining refreshment.
You cannot keep men sober by Act of
Parliament, and it is very foolish to pre-
vent them from having any stimulants,
especially when they have come a dis-
tance. I hope that we shall strike a
happy medium, and that, whilst we shall
not countenance, Sunday trading, we
shall not go to the other extreme. I know
Brisbane and Adelaide. and can assert
that there is no hotel there, as far as I
could ascertain, where I could not obtain
a. drink on a Sunday. I may say can-
didly that T often have had a. drink in
a hotel on a, Sunday. It consisted of
lemonade, or a beverage of that sort, but
I could have had something in it if I had
chosen. No noise, confusion, or drunk-
ennas existed there, and no one's feel-
ings% were offended. The Sunday must
bi- kept sacred. in my opinion; but we
know perfectiy well that the law should
not be pushed to any extreme rigour.
whilst it is absolutely unnecessary, I be-
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hiere, for anybody in this House to lend
his countenance to what would be a
breaking of the law.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a, second time.

MO0TION: WOMEN'S FRANCHISE.

Debate resumed on the motion of Mn.
JAMES moved on the 10th of August, for
extending the political franchise to
wcrefl.

MR. GEORGE (Murray): It is very
difficult to introduce anything new into
so old a question as the rights or wrongs
of women. This question has been
brought up several times by the member
fur East Perth (Mr. James) in this As-
sembly, and Session after session, un-
daunted and uidismayed, he comes forth
with the same, old weapons furnished and
polished up a little, with perhaps a new
shaft put in his broken lance and the
dents knocked out of his shield-he
ecmes forward in this House, has another
tilt, gets beaten, and retires to come up
again. What he is to get this time, the
division will tell; but seeing that hon.
members have grown a. little older, he
may say they have grown wiser, and he
may be able, with that persuasive tongue
of his, to turn them round and induce
them to vote for this motion. If he does
so, he will deserve that reward, because
he has fought strenuously, and fought long
to gain his object. My views on the
question are pretty well known. The
good old-fashioned woman is good enough
for me, and I believe she is good enough
for the rest of the world. Those who
cannot appreciate her in her rroper
sphere, which is her home, where her in-
fluence Should reir supreme, where it is
far better she should rule rather than
seek, to execise an influence on platforms
-those who do not appreciate her there
have not learnt right lessons from the
companionship of the good women they
have known. My friend, the member for
East Perth (Mr. James), is no doubt very
sincere in this movement; but there is
Such a thin as self-deception, and I be-
lieve that, in his desire to please that sex,
wtich has certainly more to do in return-
ing members to Parliament than has the
sterner sex, I think the hon. member is
dcceiving himself. If a candidate puts

up for election, whether for a municipal
council or for Parliament, and can get
the support of the ladies, it is about the
biggest factor he can have for insuring
success in his election.

MR. bfiTcanL: You should give them
thc. franchise, alter that.

AIR- GEORGE: I say that in regard to
an election, if you can get the ladies on
your side, they will do more in canvassing
in one half-day than even the most good-
locking, youthful, well-dressed, well
sprigged-un young candidate that ever
came before a, constituency. I have no
doubt the member for Coolgardie (Mr.
Mefrgans) is one of the best candidates it
is possible to get at an election ; but if
three candidates were going through a.
district, having the one object in view,
and if one secured the sympathy and sup-
port of the ladies and the others did not,
thetD one would be Sure to heat the other
two. Before I go further, I wish to put
myself right with the House. I occa-
sionally, in my hot-headed, bull-at-a-gate
style, of business, make mistakes, and I
did so the other evening, for which I was
ccrrected by m3, genial friend who repre-
sents one of the Murchison districts, the
Opposition whip (Mr. Kenny). He said
I had stated that Mr. James had never
done any work or soiled his hands with
hard work; and from what the hon. maen-
ber (Mr. Kenny) told us, it seems the
mtn.ber for East Perth did once do some
work.

MR. A. FORREST: It was work! He
was jackarooing in the North.

A. GEORGE: Well, he is said to have
put up a fence; and we know he is ex-
pert in 'smother kind~ of fence, for he
knows how to fence in such a way as to
induce some persons to deviate from the
straight line of argument, and he knows
tic"' to use his skill in fencing, so as to
ir(1uce people to adopt his views. We
know that, in putting up a fence, a good
d&aI of smooth fencing-wire is run through
the posts; and it may be that in handling
Uri': smooth fencing-wire up in the North,
where there mar have been no barbs in
it. he has acquired that large amount of
"smoothness" which we notice when he
speaks in this House. I hope his experi.-
ence in fencing did him good ; but I do
not call that particularly bard work, and
if hie were to do a little more hard work
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lm might be able to Sympathis more
thaL he does at present with the true
class of working men, which he talks so
much about but of whose condition and
requirements he knows so little. But we
ar- told that this uarb-fenciag work was
doue by one who was born in Western
Australia; and 1 regret very much, in one
respect, that a poor unfortunate indi-
vidual like myself, born in England, was
not horn in Western Australia, because
when I die my Qnd will be very common-
place, and if I get half a. line in a ne'vs-
paper it will be as much as I can expect,
being a~ person who was not born in the
colony; whereas if I had been born in
Western Australia, it would be said of
me, in the language of the hon. member
(Mr. Kenny), "He was a native of the
colony, and a good fellow, and did work
sometimes, and he did some good in the
colony." But that will not be said of me
because I am not a West Australian, in
the sense of not having been born here.
"Ehe hon. member (Mr. Kenny) also said
I was always amusing and not always in-
structive; but, if I may reply in his own
style, I will say he is sometimes instruc-
tive and never amusing. I must con-
gratulate the member for Central Murchi-
son (Mr. fllingworth) on the good, sound,
comumon-sense speech he made the other
night on this question of women's fran-
chizse; a speech which, if it were possible
to carry conviction into the minds of the
woman s-righters, would have convinced
them right away ; but it is impossible to
co~nvince, them they are wrong, and so he
di-I not succeed in doing it. Still, he
made a good, common-sense speech, and
aprealed to us in a fashion which all
could appreciate, for it carried us right
away to that most sacred place, the
home, where, as he told us, women's
rights and duties are in their proper
place, and from which we would not will-
ingly see her changed to another more
public arena. Such a wish could come
only from some blatant sex-representa-
tive, who desires to wee women on the
platform. The hon. member (Mr. filing-
worth) also made a good argument when
he stated that, before we begin to talk
of this girtension of the franchise to
women, we should give men their ele-
ti ral rights; for, he said, there are
70,000 men who, by the right of man-

hood, ought to he on the electoral roll,
but are not, and we Should redress that
wrong by giving them the right to Say
on this question as to whether the suff-
rage should be granted to women or not.

Ma. MoROANs: The men can get on the
roll, if theyr like.

Ma. GEORGE: I could tell the hon.
n-ember that, when some people are put
on the roll, they get knocked off again.

MR. JAMES: That is a question of ma-
chinery, and not of principle.

MR. GEORGE: Let us say there are
some 60,000 men not on the roll, and as
it is said they can get on if they like, I
say that although there is the machinery
to put them on, yet the machinery is so
placed that it is difficult for working men
to get enrolled, unless they lose a great
deul of time in doing so. I reckon we
ought to put that matter right, first of
all, and, in the meantime, we can rele-
gate this question of women's suffrage to
another session, so that we may discuss
it after we have redressed the present
wt-cngs in regard to men not being on the
rcl1 who ought to be there, for we can-
not say at present that this Assembly
thoroughly represents the people of the
colony. I feel strongly on this subject,
ai d I say this House is not properly re-
presentative of the people, although, ats
the member for West Kimberley (Mr. A.
Forrest) suggests, the members of this
House do try tbir best to fulfil their
duty as representatives, and probably
they do that as well as any men who
e aid be elected in the colony to be put
in their places. That the present
members do not fully represent the
people is proved by the fact that,
even if the 70,000 men who are
not on the roll were put there, this
House would still not be fully represen-
tative, for the aim ple reason that the con-
stktuencies are cut up in such at fashion
that they do not give any proper repre-
sc-ntation on the basis of population.

MRh. JAMES: The women are not re-
presented.

Mn. GEORGE: We will leave the
women alone for a moment, if you please.
I am speaking now of the 70,000 men
who are not on the roll. One hon. mem-
ber in this House does his best to repre-
Rent 32 men and 100,000 sheep or bul-
locks-one or the other, for I am not par-
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tioular to a. sheep, or a bullock, or a pig
-and do you mean to say that the gentle-
man who represents those 32 men elec-
tors is as fully representative as the mem-
ber who represents 1,200 voters? Cer-
tainly not.

MR. A. FoanarT: Perhaps, more so.
Met. GEORGE: The hon. member says

"perhaps, more so." I suppose he means
"'more so"' by reason of his money-bags,
or because he has more property, or holds
a, greater number of shares, receives more
interest, has bigger overdrafts, or greater
influence, or something of that sort; but
he does not represent the same number
of people; and w~hat we have to face in
this colony, as regards electoral matters,
is that we une supposed to have practic-
ally manhood suffrage, but we have, not
got it. We have not got rmahood suf-
frage, because, we find that the vote of
a member in this Chamber, representing
only 32 electors, counts for as much as
that of a member who represents 1,200
or 2,000 people. I have not the slightest
doubt that the Premier can clearly see
what I amn driving at.

Tun PREMIER: Not quite.
Ain. GEORGE: You cannot see it.?

Well, I shall have to commence again. I
thought I wvas carrying conviction to the
Treasury benches.

Tns PRNMER: I cannot see exactly
what von are driving at.

MR. GEORGE: I was endeavouring to
explain to the right hon. gentleman and
his colleagues the fact that our present
Homse. though. it consists of honest, lion-
ourable, and true men-as all members
are, myself included-nevertheless does
not represent the manhood of this colony.
My friend, the member for West Kimber-
ley (Mr. A. Forrest), with whom it is pain-
ful for me to differ, says I sina mistaken.
I put the case of a man who, represents
32 men and 100,000 bullocks; and I say
that such a member does not represent
the manhood of the country to the same
extent as he would if he were returned by
a constituency having 1,200 voters on
the roll.

Tue PnRnnnR: We all represent the
whole colony-every one of us.

MRT. GEORGE: Mfy hon. friend says
we represent the whole of the colony.
There is not the slightest doubt we do,
or we think we do. At the same time,

when we come to look at the thing, and
to consider the class basis upon which
our representation is founded, wre shall
find that we do not rep~resent the whole
of the colony, or anything like it, My
friend, the Opposition whip (Mvr. Kenny),
who represents the picks and shovels of
the North Murchison, 14,000 or 15,000
mi~ners, represents more men, but has no
more power in this House than the bon.
member-I do not knowv where he hails
from-who represents only 32 men and
100,000 bullocks, And I say, that, so
long as there are 70,000 persons who have
a right to be on the roll, and are not on
the roll, we have no right to branch off
from the main subject, and to create a
new class of voters. We have no right
to do so until we have put those 70,000
men on the roll, and given them proper
and fair representation. I know I am a
little lame, in my way of explaining it;
but I hope hon. members will assist me
by thinking the matter out. It seems
to me to be clear. T am putting it for-
ward in a very' crude fashion, but they
can polish it up), and turn it out in pro-
per form. I am not sure whether I have
convinced the Premier now.

THE PREMIER: You have done very well.
MR. GEORGE: But the right hon.

gentleman should really pay more atten-
tion to what I say. I always listen very
.attentively to his speeches, and I think
he should listen to mine. But I am afraid
I should he trespassing on the kindness of
the House if I were to attempt to
go over my arguments again at present.
The hon. member for East Perth
(Mr. James) lost his temper a little
thea other evening; and I do not
wonder at it, for I know the member
for the Murray (Mr. George), and ki few
other hon. members, were putting in in-
terjectionsr enough to "rile" the most
placid of men. But he should not have
said the cruel things he did on that occa-
sion. There is no excuse whatever for
what he did say. I believe he said some-
thing like this, that we have passed a~n
Act by virtue of which a mere dog can-
not he hurt without imprisonment follow-
ing the offence, but that, when legisla-
tion is introduced for the purpose of pro-
tecting women from cruelty and wrong
ten thousand times worse than that in-
flicted on dogs, the Bill is thrown out with
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contumely and insult. I was listening
very attentively to the hon. member, and
I think, when he gets away from this
Hou-,e and its heated atmosphere, he will
Bay to himself: "There are forty-three
gentleman in that Assembly to whom I
owe an apology to.-night." There has
never been a. Bill brought into this House,
during the four sessions I have sat here,
which has been thrown out with con-
tumely and insult-nothing of the sort,
If it were-if any man were brazen
enough to get up in this Assembly and at-
tempt to use language which was intended
to be insulting to women, I do not think
he would go out of the refreshment-room
with his bones unbroken. We should
not be spoken of in this way merely o~e-
cause we cannot agree with the member
for East Perth in hig fad. I call1 it a fad,
advisedly; and I hope he will not class
that as insult and contumely, or any-
thing of the sort. I call this subject his
fad, just in the sense that my fad is the
Black Swan Foundry. And my fad, the
Black Swan Foundry, is just as respect-
able as, his fad about female suffrage.
Is it reasonable that 'simply because we
cannot agree with tbe bon. member in
his fad about the women's, suffrage, we
are to be told that we thrust insult and
contumely on a sex which we respect
as much as, and perhaps a. little more,
if possible, tlin, does the hon. member
himself?7

MR. JAMIES.' I said nothing of the sort.
I did not refer to this House at all.

Ma. GEORGE:. Of course I cannot r-
fer to &Uansard, and can only qluo~e f cr,0
memory. But, as far as my minjery is
concerned, what I ha-ve stated is accutrate ;
and I appeal to hon. members who wci e
pitsent to say if it is not correct.

Ma. MORAN: Hear, hear.
MR. GEORGE: And I say the member

for East Perth has no right to say such
things. He has not the slightest right to
come here and lecture us and preach ser-
mnons at us in the way he does, or to tell
us we are prepared to throw insult and
ccntumely upon what I may fairly term
the better half ofjiumanity, because we
do not agree with his fad. It is just as
well for all of us to look at home, before
we go into a matter of this sort. I won-
der what sort of a reception I should eet,
when I went to my little domicile, if I

had been throwing insult and contumely
upon the sex to which my wife belongs,.

Ma. MOANx: You would be received
with a brick.

Ma. GEORGE: Well, I don't know
whether I should be received with a brick
or not ; and there are bricks and bricks.
There are bricks made of sand, and bricks
made of clay; there are Melbourne bricks
and Perth bricks; but I fancy the sort of.
brick which would be used in this ca-se
would not be a physicial-force brick, but
that I should be received with some of
those calm, quiet remarks which we all
get occaionally-even my friend the
member for East Perth-from the ladies
who rule our homes, Although the old
saying that " a man is master in his, own
house" is all1 very well for us to say when
w., are away from home, we know that
the is.tress has far more power in the
house than the master. Therefore I do
not thank the hon. member for having in-
sulted forty-three members of this Rouse,
who have, quite as much respect as he has
for the sex of whose cause he is the chaam-
pion. 'The hon. member pleaded, as he
always does plead-I have not sufficient
Latin to put a learned phrase to it-but
he always addresses his appeal to our
feelings.

A MEMBER: The argumentum ad homi-
nem.

MR. GEORGE: And if he. cannot con-
quer our feelings, he irritates them. ft
is something like giving a man a wound,
and then rubbing in Cayenne pepper an]
salt to irritate it. Inflammation is
thus produced, and there is a lot of
trouble. The hon. member does that;-
and I say he has no business to do it. He
wants women to have the franchise; and
his principal reason for wanting them to
have it is because of the mighty influence
on social questions they would exercise
at the polling booths. Now I would like
him to show us where woman's influence
comes in. The member for Central Muc-
chison (Mr. Illingworth) gave us an ex-
ample the other day of a case in point,
under the auspices of an association
against which I have nothing to say, for
I have not the slightest doubt they are
doing their best according to their lights,
and are probably doing better, in som.!
respects, then we could do. But this
temperance association called a. meeting
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to talk on temperance subjects, and they
put on a whisky-drinker to make the prin-
cipal speech, while the cold-water man
sat out in the cold.

MaR. VosPEn: Very appropriate, too.
MR. GEORGE: They put up a. whiskey-

drinker to make the principal speech:.
sad, without wishing to reflect on the
moral character of somne of the gentlemen

-there present-without wishing to mak!
any invidious contrasts-I may say that
there were certainly men on that plat-
form who were not whisky-drinkers, and
who did drink cold waters whose mnoral
character was perhaps cleaner than that
of some of the gentlemen who were called
upon to speak that evening. Now let us
just look at that from a, common-sense
point of v-ieu'. Does it not show that the
Women's Christian Temperance Union
are just as "fly to business" as any of us?
They wanted an attraction; and it did
not matter a button top them whether the
man was a. whisky-drinker or not, so long
as his position in society would attract
people to the meeting.

Mm. MoxAucn: With a, red nose!
Ma. GEORGE: It is immaterial to my

argument whether his nose was red or
blue, or whether he had a nose at. all.
The fact of the matter was that they
wished to get an attraction to draw the
public to their meeting; they wished to
get as many influential people as possible
to support their cause, and they would
not mind taking-and I would do the
seine if I were in their position-they
would not mind taking the coin that came
out of the pocket of the whisky-drinker,
and represented, perhaps, the proceesis of
whisky-selling, if they thought it would
help their objects forward. And I would
do just the same thing.

iln. VOSPER: They would "spoil the
Egyptians," I suppose?

MaL GEORGE:- As far as the Egyptians
are concerned, my opinion is, if
yet wish to know it, and if it is
relevant to the subject, that I do
not think the Israeli'tesi were much
good, or they would have turned the
Egyptians into the Red Sea long befor2-
they did so; that is, if the ancient Eg-yp-
tians were anything like the mtodern
Egyptians, though I think the race is a
little, worse now than it was in those days
My friend talks about the influence

women woulkd exercise upon the social
question, and says they would look to a
man's moral character, and would expect
from their representatives all the virtues
it is posible for man to have. I say
their action at the meeting my friend
speaks of does not show that they would
do so; and I think it is a most onclusive
argument that they would not do so, for
the simple reason that they are now fight-
ing a battle. They are fighting a battle,
in the same way as any of us are doing
who are engaged in trade, though 1 know
there are few hon. members engaged in
trade with the exception of myself.

Mn. MoRNa': We are all in training, at
any rate.

Mn. GEORGE: Those of us who are in
trade, if we go about to sell our whisky,
or to introduce ourselves to a new cus-
tomer, or anything of that sort, generally
try to make things as nice and as smooth
as possi ble-to usease much tact as we are
blessed with, and to keep our tempers in
the background, as far as may be, until
we have mule our connection. These
ladies, with the aid of the member for East
Perth (Mr. James), are trying to bring
about a social revolution;- and at social re-
vo lution which is based upon what ?-uporn
temperance and the possession of all the
virtues. And yet, when they are on their
preliminary canter, and starting their cru-
s~ade, instead of callingr upon the men who
are- the practisers of what their union
preaches, they call upon men who cannot
be included in that category. Now mny
argument was that, if they will do this at
a time. when, from a6 business point ol
view, if for no other reason, they should
have endeavoured to have the cleanest
platform they could get, they will act simi-
larly on other occasions. Not thant I thinli
whisky is unelean-I like a little mysell
-but if I were, a temperance man I would
not take whisky, and if I were going te
givu a lecture on temperance, I would not
has.e a whisky-drinker on the platform. 11
I wanted the whisky-drinkers to attend, I
would say to them: "Your proper place
is down below. Sit there, and I will try
to convert you;- but on my platform there
will be nothing but cold water." If the
Women's Christian Temperance Union dc
these things at the start of their crusade,
wha* guaranitee have we that, after they
have entered upon this great social revo-
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lution, they will exercise those powers of
discrimination for which the hon. member
wishes us to give them credit? I say
the idea wvill not hold water-not even
c)l wvater.

MR. MORAN: It holds a drop of whisky.
MR. GEORGE: NO; I do not think

there is much whisky-drinking aniongst
women. I do not think they drink to
anything like the same extent as men;
and, I am afraid, if they did, it would be
a bad look-out for the race. Now sup-
posing they ifave got this vote-

A MnssaR: They have got it now.
Ma. GEORGE: The hon. member hans

been checked two or three times for his
inexperience with regard to the rules of
this House. What is the use of discussing
the Bill if it is already law I I say, fear-
less of contradiction, that it is not law;
thab they have not got the vote. If they
h-id it, the member for East Perth would
ad better material to exercise himself
Jpofl than this wo~nan's suffrage question.
I hope the hon. gentleman will just think
th3 matter over, and he will then be able

tovote intelligently on this motion. I
am quite aware, that in some matters
wvomen have a vota They have a vote in
connection with municipalities; and how
do they use it?

MR. HIOHAM: Well.
MR. GEORGE: If they vote atoall, they

-too it well, and they co uld not do other-
vise ; but how do they use it? What per-
entage, of them votes? This is avery in-
eresting subject. There was a municipal
election at Claremont, the other day, and
many women there had votes.

MR. Hion.&M: Nearly all of them voted.
MR. GEORGE: I was at the election.

and I am told that not more than about
15 per cent. of the female ratepayers
voted. My informant may be a liar, but
I think he is a fairly honourable and
square man- The hon. member says the
bulk of them voted, but my informant
Says only 15 per cent. voted. I may tell
the bon. member what I saw at that elec-
tion. I saw five carriages outside one
little cottage, with the object of persuad-
ing the lady inside to vote. She had a
vote; it was her dwelling, her land, and
her vote; but she, did not want to vote.
'tried to persuade her to go to the poll,

though I did not tell her whom to vote

for ; but she said, "No, my place is at
home, among my children."

Ma. WOOD: The same argument applies
to men.

Ma. GEORGE: NO; the men do not
bring up that sort of argument, and the
hon. member knows it. This lady said:
'My place is at home. I would like my
busband"-Il think she called him Ted, or
something of that ot-"to go and vote!';
but he could not vote, and she wanted to
stay at home to see after her children.
She has four children-" four woman's
rights" ait home, and she considered she
had quite enough woman's rights to attend
to.

lMR. JA~MS: The, right to vote did not
denoralise her. That is our ease.

MR. GEORGE: I wish the hon. member
would not interrupt. I have had a little
experience with regard to election mat-
ters, as far as Perth is concerned ; and I
have often tried to get ladies to vote at
mnunicipal elections, and can tell you
it is a very difficult matter to get them to
conme along. I remember going to a
school to see the teacher, and she wasr
strong-minded woman, too; but she was
not married-not she; and when I ven-
tured to suggest to her, in my persuasive
fashion, that it would be as well if she
left the -YOuthful intellect to itself for a
few minutes while she came to the poll,
and did her duty as a&man, or as a woman,
in the city where her interests lay, she
pretty well shoved me out of the place with
a broom.

Ma. JAME%: She would not trust him.
MR. GEORGE: The hon. member knows

that when he was a member of the Perth
City Council, and wanted to get votes to
put him in, and the other fellow out, he
always sent out a reconnoitring party
first, in the shape of some ladies; he got
those ladies to talk over the other ladies;
and then clinched the bargain himself with
that charming personality which has
been redeemed from scorn-I mean
the scorn of the worker - by
the gentle and kindly efforts of
my friend the Opposition w'hip, who
acts as historian for the West Australian.
I think I have been able to show the House
that the hon. member (Mr. James), in
handling his subjectI used arguments
which, upon calm consideration and
reflection, he must regret. He used argu-
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ments which certainly surprised me; and,
if I had not taken into consideration the
fact that he rose under very disadvanta-
geous circumstances to deliver himself of
his annual fad, I should have felt inclined
to have been a little bit more indignant
withi him than I have been to-night. But
I know he had been waiting very patiently
for a long while; and he rose: I think,
about ten o'clock at night, to make a
sticech which he ought to have commenced
about half-past seven ; consequently we
d-d not hear him to the best advantage
under the circumstances.

AIR. BHIOHAm: He ought to have talked
more.

MA. GEORGE: It is not a. question of
length of argument. That is not the side
oi the question wvhicE appeals to me. It
simply meant that the hon. member had
been sitting, I might say, with his safety-
valve screwed down. Instead of being
al!e to work at 14011o. pressure, he had got
the safety-valve screwed down to about
ISOlbs., and even then the steami was
cokning out therefore he was not able to
cullect himself, and deliver his address in
that calm, deliberate fashion which would
ha~c been conducive to argument, and per-
haps to carrying conviction to the minds
of his hearers. I regret that very much,
because I have a sincere regard for the
miciuber for East Perth. I know that he
feels very strongly on these matters, and
therefore I am prepared to give him a
wine forgiveness for a, number of his sins--
the sin, for instance, of casting an insult
upon. 43 members of this House; and I
shait be orepared to showv, before I sit
down, in language perhaps more terse than
I have hitherto used in this discussion, the
exact arguments which I bring to bear
upor this question.

A., 6.30 p-m. the SPEAKER left the chair.

At 7.30 p.m. the SPEAKER resumed the
chair.

1Ma. GEORGE: Before the House ad-
journed I wvent a little lightly and briefly
into the subj .ect, and I will endeavour now
to deal with the matter from another as-
pect, which seems to me to be conclusive
to both arguments I placed before the
House before the adjournment. Hon.
members will remember that I asked how

women would use the vote if they obtained
it, My experience is that they would not
use it except in a very small degree indeed,
and the class of women who would use it,
or at any rate the class whom I and those
who think with me would use it, are those
"-ho are misplaced when they appear upon
a public platform to give utterance to
words which would be beter and more
forcioly delivered by a member of the
male portion of the pop)ulation. I stated
as clearly as I possibly could that there
are sixty thousand or seventy thousand
men unrepresented in this colony, and it
is premature to attempt to put women on
the electoral roll until those men have
their votes and are enabled to express
their opinion upon such an important boat-
ter. I showed, as an argument against
women having a vote, the inconsistency of
their association, which is at present
waging wvar against that terrible demon,
man, seeing that as was explained by the
ractmber for Central Murchison (Air. Illing-
w~rth) a meeting was held, at which the
principal speaker was a whisky-drinker,
whilst upon the platform were temperance
men, wvhose characters were far more clean
than those of some of the whisky-drinkers.
I pointed out in a commonplace
sort of way that if a great social
reform wvas to be brought about, at any
rate the instruments used should be clean,
and that, if it is necessary in a. surgical
operation to see that the knives, forceps,
saws and other instruments are perfectly
clean, so that there should be no danger
of blood-poisonting, certainly in all great
social reforms the instruments used should
be so, not only so far as public life is
concerned, but also as regards private lire.
Where the instrumients used are not per-
fectly clean, the method adopted is en-

ti rely contrary to the principles which
should be laid down, and it is dealing with
the case in the worst possible way. I may
be permitted, perhaps, to refer to a letter
which has been circulated amongst mem-
hers of this House, and in which the fol-
lowing wvords occur:

That women are not all angels any more than
men arc all seraphs is not disputed, though it
is patent that women are the purest, most
moral and law-abiding portion of the com-
munity.

Mfy respect for women compels me to say
that this is absolutely true, but it goes on
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further to say this, and it is here that,
if I may use the word, the jesuitry of the
matter comes in:

The man who likes to sow his wild oats with
the submerged unfortunate, and in af ter life
maintains for his wife the most exclusive
seclusion, is quite comprehensible. Wh'en,
however, his daughter turns out unfortunately
hei does not accuse himself of having predes-
tined that child's condemnation through her
heredity, and she becomes-one of thoem who
are not counted with this world's angels.

That is a. nice sentiment for a leadear to
put forward in the press. What does
it mean, reading between the lines, and
what does the action of that association
mean?7 It means, as I said a little while
ago, with regard to, the Divorce Bill, that
a. man's past career may be such as to
cause his unfortunate offspring to be a
permanent reproach, and yet he may be
sought after in the marriage market. The
argument in thin letter, in, my opinion, is
following up The sanie lines-that of allow-
ing an innocent girl to sink to the position
of becoming the wife of a mn who can
produce nothing but diseased offspring.

MR. JAmEs: It is the exact converse.
MR. GEORGE: I believe I amr right in

what I assert. Suppose we take the, social
purity question, regarding which a great
amount of good can be accomplished. Is
this temperance association with its Chris-
tianity doing ainything in any shape or
form to banish the infamousa scandal
which we have in Perth, there being
hardly a street where you do not find the
inmates of brothels flaunting their trade
before anyone who passes by?

MR. JAMrS: Who patronises them?
Mn. GEORGE: Men do, naturally.

You would not expect women to do so;
but the hon. gentleman. interrupts be-
cause he is getting the worst of the argu-
ment, he invariably does get the worst of
the argument and he will do so in this in-
stance. Why do they not deal with these
places which are insults to any decent
man, woman or child who passes along the
street. If they would take up a sphere of
influence there, not in a bullying man-
ner or anything of that kind, but
in that way by which the greatest
effect can be produced, they would
be rendering the greatest assistance they
possibly could to improve not only the
young race springing up about us,
but others. I do not wish to speak dis-

*respectfully in any way of these ladies,
and if I should happen to do so I hope I
shall be pardoned, for I have no wish to
do it. But if they wish to do a great
service in the direction of purity, why do
they not adopt that course? Why do
they not organise a crusade against th~s
great evil, as has been done by women in
various parts of America, who banded
together and tried their best by suasiou
to accomplish what was desired, aind when
suasion had failed adopted other means.

Ma. Vospsa: Woman's suffrage may be
one of them.

MR. GEORGE: The bion, member for
East Perth (Mr. Jaimes) says that they
will influence social reforms. Is there
a reform wvhich the world has ever seen
that has not been influenced by women
in the best wvay? I say it is impossible
for anything to occur in our daily life-
nay, almost in our business life-in which
woman will not make her influence felt.
The right kind of influence is that
which is gentle and appeals to our better
feeling; women do not appear to the
best advantage, by going on the lplat-
form and saying: "We are equal, except
that you wear breeches and we wear a
dress." I consider that a woman's pro-
per sphere, first of all, is her home. If
she has her children, and has been
blessed with them-and I pity a woman
if she has not-she has all the sphere
which she will want for some time. More-
over, her qualities and faculties are such
that even when she has these home re-
sponsibilities she is able, to perfonn acts
of mercy and love. It is the remem-
brance of the gentle words which per-
meated us when children that aripeals to
us; and as far as can I will keep woman
in her proper place, where she can do,
according to my views, at an rate,
the best that can be accomplished for
the human race. I should like to point
out another portion of the letter, which
says:

It is the preventive work that women have
been doing for centuries past in nursing the
sick and performing the still more difficult
task of binding up the broken-hearted,. that
has led women to cry out against the con-
tinuance of certain evils.
Well, let them cry out against the con-
tinuance of certain evils, and I say they
will not have to cry in vain to men who
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have been properly brought up, and es-
pecially to men who hold representative
Positions; that they will never have to
ask for social legislation of a remedial
nature, and find their request refused,
for there is not a member of this House,
even if he desired, dare refuse to give
them what they ask, when at claim of
that kind is presented. The letter saye:

We are convinced that at the root of those
evils lies the abject powerlessness of women.
I say that is a libel on the men, and if
bon. members will only observe in going
amongst their own friends, and acquaint-
ances, they will find there are far more
happy homes than there are unhappy
homes; and when you see a marriedt
woman in her home you can readily ob-
serve whether she is a happy wile or not.
I say, to talk about the abject condition
of women is simply rot, cant,. humbug.
It is simply the demagogue talk which
is heard from platforms. The letter fur-
ther says: -

We want to. see intellect and moral force
take the ascendant over brute powver.
We all agree to that. There is not a
member here but knows that, even in
regard to the question of regulation 10S
(alluvial mining), the members repre-
senting this part of the colony were pre-
pared to give justice to the men. on the
goldfields; but we insisted that we would
not give way to brute force, but that law
and order must be maintained. This
letter says also: -

We have no faith in the argument that a
woman's goodness must be kept under glass.
Who believes thatl What man does not
wish that, as far as the virtues and quali-
ties of his wife are concerned, they may
be seen by anyone who cuores within the
sphere of her influence? All of us who
have wives know that nothing rejoices
us more than when we hear from outside
of some good or kind thing done by the
wife of our bosom. If a woman has not
sufficient to keep her attention at home,
if she has not her children there, if she
has not those claims upon her which
will leave her but little leisure,
at, any rate she can give her aid where it
is needed by the churches, and she cain
givc it were no one else can do it so bene-
ficially. Surely, as we know, there are
works of mercy in which women can em-
ploy themselves better than men can do;

and we know there are people around
u3 who may be starving, or in need of help
in other ways, and women con use theii
gentle influence in such cases without in-
juring the self-respect of those they try to
heir,. If members of this House relieve
distress by giving such help a they can
afford, that is good as far as it goes; but
there is not a man in a thousand who can
bestow charity in so gentle and soothing
a. way as a, woman cain, for she knows by
hir emotional naturc ar.2 her training,
and by her feelitgs of motherhood, how to
deal with those cases in such a way as
wlli not hurt the pride of those she en-
deavours to relieve. 'We have also lately
had a&question discussed in regard to reli-
gious education, and we have been told
that the clergy cannot get teachers for
Sunday schools. Then, I say, one of the
thIngs women can do better than men, and
which they can do far better than standing
on platforms pitching out those tirades
about wanting to be on equality with men,
wiUi be for the women to gointo the Sunday
scnoois and give moral and religious teach-
ing to the young. If women wvere prepared
to take up useful work of that kind, I say
we should hear less of this crying out for
wcinen's suffrage: and I say also we do
not hear the cry for women's suffrage from
the class of women who would do that
work. I take it that it is man's proper
business to tight with p)hysical force when
naessary, but especially to provide the
neans whereby the home is to be main-
tained; and it is woman's province to
make that home so comfortable and so
pleasant that a. 'an would not willingly
leave it to search for amusement or comi-
forts elsewhecre. I say this business of
bringing women into our public life, by
putting them on platforms and turning
them into demagogues and agitators, is
the sort of thing that will destroy every
home which is worth calling a home, and
is likely to be fruitful in producing cases
for the divorce court. In my poor way,
I have attempted to put the matter as it
seems to me; and I do not suppose that
I could bring forward arguments that it
would not be possible for the membher for
East Perth, who, is a trained lawyer, to
knock out in one act; yet, in whatever I
have said on this question, in this or pre-
vious sessions, I have expressed the feel-
ing- which has been imbued in me, and
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the lessens which have been taught mne
from my youth up.

Mn& LsAnE: I thought so.
Ma. GEORGE: If I were to say any-

thing disrespectful about the hon. mem-
bees Parents, he would be ready to take
his coat off and try conclusions with me.

Mit. LEAKS: You did not catch what I
said. wnay do you not say something on
the motion before the House?

Mn. GEORGE: 1 have been trying to
speck on it, in my own way. As far As w
know the opinions of women, as far as I
know the views of the sex and can ascer-
ta.-i them from my wife's friends and
acquaintances, I sin convinced they do
not want the women's suffrage; and I be-
lieve nothing would have been heard of
this cry, had it not been for the visit of a
lady who came here to found the Women's
Christian Temperance Union, and whose
tactics were of such a nature that she got a
whisky drinker to take the chair at her
meeting.- If these are the sort of tactics
practised at the opening of the campaign,
what may we not expect when the new
system comes into operation? I hope the
House will reject this motion, and I must
apologise for trespassing so long on its
attention.

MN. RASON (South Murchison): I have
listened to the somewhat lengthy speech
of the member for the Murray (Mr.
George), with considerable amusement and
with some advantage. I heard a great
deal from him upon a variety of subjects,
but I confess I have heard very little upon
the subject before the House The motion
is that, in the opinion of this House, the
best interests of the colony justify the
extension of the franchise to women. in
my opinion, the extension of the franchise
to women is justified. Probably the mem-
ber for the Murray did not attempt to
answer the arguments brought tor-ward
by the member who introduced this
motion, for the simple reason that those
arguments are unanswerable. The mem-
ber for the Murray does what is3 always
dome on these occasions: he attempts to
ridicule, and that is the only answer that
is ever put forward to this question. No
one can be found to, deny the justice of
extending the franchise to women, but you
can fid a good mamny who say it is not
advisable to give 'thema the franchise;
and it is not advisable, it is said, for this

reason, that the proper sphere of woman
is her home and her family duties. 1
cannot imagine that the mere fact of giv-
ing women a right to vote is going to make±
a good womian. had or a bad woman worse.
Surely the mere right to vote cannot alter
human nature in any way? Surely the
member for the Murray cannot attempt
to argue that the mere extension of thc
franchise to women would in any way
affect their morals? And would it follow
that, because a woman wished to exercise
a right to vote, she would have to neglect
her family duties? The hon. member
says that, in his experience, where women
have the right to vote at municipal elec-
tions, they rarely use it. My opinion is
quite the reverse, and my experience has
beeu quite the reverse. I believe that
women exercise the vote at municipal
elections; exercise it freely and exercise it
well; and, if we are to judge by their
conduct at municipal elections of what
their conduct would be at elections of
another sort, then. the verdict is all in
favour of women voters as compared with
men. The woman voter goes to the pol-
ling-booth, records her vote, and returns
to her home; but a very different picture
can be painted of the conduct of the man
at elections. The member for Central
Murchison (Mr. Illingworth) made his ap-
peal to the House to throw out this motion
on the ground of his respect for women.
He had such a great respect for women
that he did not wish to see their morals
lowered.

Ma. ILLINowoarH: I did not say their
morals.

Ma. RASON: Well, you did not wish
them to enter into. the turmoil of political
strife.

MR. ILLINGOOTH: That is different,
MR. RASON: Surely the hon. member

will admit that woman's brain is quite
equal to that of mn in intellectual ability,
that she is quite as well able to judge of
political matters, and to, distinguish be-
tween right and wrong. In my opinion,
she is a great deal more likely to do so
than man.

MR. ILLJNOvroRTH: Let her keep in her
own realm.

MR. RASON: I believe in that, too;
but surely the hon. member does not wish
to say that a woman should be kept in her
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home, and ne-ver be allowed to go out of
it!

X3. JAMES: That is the Eastern idea.
MR, RASON :.The argument is that her

sphere is her home; and, if that argument
is to be carried to its logical issue, she
must stay there.

MR. ILLIXGWORTE: I never said anything
of the kind.

MaR. RASON: I do not say the hon.
member did; but that is the inference.
The appeal he made was that the influence
upon woman of the extension of-the fran-
chise would be bad. I think quite the
contrary, that its Influence would be for
good; her influence upon man would be
good; and it is because I believe woman is
entitled to the franchise, and thatt her
exercise of it would be a benefit Iboth to
herself and to man, that; I intend to sup-
port the motion of the member for East
Perth. He has been accused of incon-
sistency; but, if he has been inconsistent
in other things, surely he is consistent in
this matter ; sad, whatever may be the
fate of his motion to-day, if it is an ad-
verse verdict that the House records, I do
trust -nay, I am sure--.that tbe hon.
member will persist, again and again, with
this motion, in the full and certain know-
ledge that, in the end, truth will prevail.
It will. only be a question of time. If he
is defeated to-day, I am convinced that
he will live to gee the victory consumn-
mated; and I, so long as I am. in this
House, shall have very great pleasure in
supporting 'him.

T,, PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J.
Forrest): This matter ha~s been brought
before the House on previous occasions;
and as% I believe this is the fourth time
we have had to discuss9 this motion, it
cannot be said this is a matter we are
not famriliar with. As the years come
round, we always find someone ready to
move this motion again. The member
for East Perth (Mr. James) has done so
now, I think, for the seond or third
time; and, really, I think we had better
let him have his way, or say decisively
that we are not going to do so.

Ma. 3 AMEss: You cannot do that.
TuE PREMIER: I have no doubt this

is a, very good subject for discussion; but,
still, it takes up a good deal of time,
unless we mean business I should like
to congratulate the hon. member upon

the way he placed the matter before us
-I think I may say for the moderate
way in which he argued his case. He did
niot give us so many quotations r.a cn
former occasions. We have not had that
array of books from far-away parts of the
world-from Wyoming and other places
in America, for instance.

A MEMBER: And from Englanrd.
Tus PREMIER: I think the hon.

member knew he was, addressing a large
number of people whom he had addrered
before on the subject, and therefore'he
was satisfied to present his arguments
at much shorter length than he has done
heretofore. I should like also to congra-
tulate the member for Central Murchison
(Mr. Illingworth) on the very excellent
speech he delivered on the other side. I
am sure we were all struck by the earnest-
ness of the hon. member. One could mo
help feeling that, in what he had to say,
he was thoroughly in earnest, and was
speaking from deep conviction; and, in
fact, I never heard the hon. member to
greater advantage than I have heard him
on this occasioni. I should like to ,vy
that1 whatever other people have done,
I have not changed my opinions -lur. -ng
the last eight or nine mnonths in regard
to this question. If I were to change my
opinion so quickly on such an important
matter, without any new evidence being
brought before me, I think my convic-
tion could not he deep-seated. I say at
once that I am not opposed to women
exercising the franchise because they aee
women-I am not opposed to it for that
reason, but I ami opposed to extending
the franchise to women, in the interest
of women themselves.

Ma. ILLINGWo~RM: Hear, hear.
THE PREMIER: That may seem a

strange statement, because it can be
answered by saying: "Why do you not
allow women to judge for themselves
what is best for them?" I say we have
not had the opportunity in this colony

Iof ascertaining what are the views of
women on this matter; and I go- further,
and say it is not a, question so much of
what the women want as it is; a, question
of what the men want; because, after
all, wve men have the power, the legis1LuVe
power in this colony; and when we are
asked to introduce a, social revolution
into our constitution %betause persons
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who have never exercised the franchise
in this colony, and who have never exer-
cised it in the great mother cou 'ntry, de-
sire it, I do not think that is a reason
why we should at once say, "You shall
have it." My contention is that the
women have not, by their voices, by their
votes, or in any way, shown that they
are eager for the extension of the fran-
chise to them. I think it will be difficult
to controvert that. Of course it will he
said: "Though we cannot prove our case
by the votes of women, neither can you
prove your case, because they have not
had the opportunity of expressing their
opinions, as a body, either one way or
the other, on this question." But my
contention is, too, that this franchise is
not necessay ; and I go so far as to say,
though I know my friend the member
for East Perth will not agree with me,
that it is not required by the women of
the colony. I even go so far as to, say
they have not thought about it to any
great extent, and that the idea, as far
a the idlea goes, has been put into their

minds by a very limited number of
people, mostly resident in Perth and Fre-
mantle.

Ma. GnouG: Agitators.
MR. ILLUqGOoTU: The women never

want it.
Vas PREMIE R: That is al11 very well;

hut are we to legislate on an importat
matter of this sort because there z-re
twenty or thirty persons, prominent iii
Perth and Fremantle, whio are agitating
the question? flas there been any demand
from the women of the colony as a, whole
for this concession or this privilegel I
believe that the women of the colony, tak-
ing themn altogether, are indifferent at the
present time. in regard to it; and, as I
said before, the idea has been put into
their minds by a few people who have
taken. the matter up, and who are
in earnest-I admit that-as they
are also in earnest in a. good
many other things ; but that is
no reason why the Legislature of the
colony should at once coincide with their
views and fall in with their wishes. I
agree with a great deal of what was said
by the member for the Murray (Mr.
George) in regard to this matter. I be-
lieve the influence of woman in the world
has not beeu the growth of to-day or yes-

terday, but has been the work of genera-
tions, I might almost say of centuries.
No. one can denythat the place men de-
sire women to shine in, and the place
where woman herself desires to excel, is
her homne-to make that home a, place of
refinement and a place of comfort not Only
to those belonging to her, hut to all with
whom she comes in contact. There is no
doubt about this, I think, that new
avenues have opened up, and are opening
up daily, to women. We see it even in
this colony, and it is the same all over the
world. I do not know that there isi any
desire to shut out women from those
avenues of employment. On the con-
trary, I think that men have shown a
disposition to encourage the extension of
woman's work into new channels. Rut,
why is it that a woman is so honoured and
respected by men?

A MEMBER: Because she deserves it.
THE PREMIER-. Yes; perhaps so;

Nt I will tell tell you another reason why.
I4. is the natural instinct of man to ac t chi-
valrously to woman, because she is wea9ker
than he. She is weaker physically, and
LiUHL feels it to be his duty to protect her.
We all know, as the iniunber for East
Perth has told us time after time, what a
chsarm and solace woman is to man in his
home.

IR. JAMES: I did not patronise them in
that fashion.

Tim PREMIER: But there is no doubt
she is weaker, physically. There are
in any respects in which she is not the
equal of man, for she cannot toil like him,
she, cannot endure hardship, she hats
not the physical Strength that man has,
and in no way can she compare with him
in this respect. She cannot; do many
things that man has to do; and we all
know that woman is uinable to take part
in the great works we have to undertake
in this country, which require endurance
and physical strength. She cannot go to
work as a navvy, and she cannot even
work in the same way as man in the
fields; although we know that in some
parts of the world women do work in the
fields. The laboriousj duties of life have
to be undertaken by the stronger sex.

Sit cannot go to war, and cannot fig7ht for
home and country-wve all know that. That
too, is reserved for man. She does not
go to sea and bra-ve thbe perils of the
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deep, as a sailor does. Woman is not
ablo, to do the heavy maniual labour that
man has to do. Then how can you say
that woman is in every respect the equal
of manI It seems to me there are some
people who not only desire that woman
shall be man's equal in every respect, but
who also desire that she should certainly
Dot be inferior in any way to him in the
work of governing the country. Their de-
sire is that she should have a. voice in the
decision of all political matters; because
that is what it comes to. If you place a
person in this Legislature, or if you give
to a class, to what I may call half of the
community, toe, right to enter this House,
you practically say to them, " You shall
have equal power with us in the shaping
of the destinies of this country ; whether
for good or ill, for peace or war, you shall
be equal in every respect to us." But
they have to. admit, and the hon. member
(Mr. James) will have to admit, that if
you go to war, though the woman may
have a say in deciding for peace or for
war, all the fighting will have to be done
by men.

Ma. JnvRn: They will do the same as
we do; they will pay somebody else to do
it.

Tan PREMIER: No; they will not.
There is no question of paying to do it.
We men will have to, do the fighting, and
the women will stop at home and govern
the country while we are away. There is
no doubt about that. I do not suppose
the hon. member, though he does preach
the doctrine that men and women are
equal, thinks that sitting in this Legisla-
ture and having the question of peace or
war to decide--because we may have that
question to decide, some day- surely, he
does not mean to say that, if we decide
for war, the women are going to fightI

MR. JAMEs3: They would suffer more
in case of war than you would.

Tans PREMIER: I do not know -. lo
that-that is, if the colony were L
danger. I think if we had to itle.-ch
against the foe, the persons who wort!ic
the thick of the battle would suffer mct-t.
Are we desirous that woman shall occupy
a. place in this, House upon equal tc- urn
with man? That is the question. If we
are desirous; that she shall exercise dhc
franchise as we exercise it, then I do rot
suppose even the honi member (Mr.

James) will deny for one moment ;har
the next step will be, if it is not given at
once, that women should have the jight
to sit in the Legislature. I do not [%n-1
what the hon. member asks; hut I sup-
pose he will be like the wise man, and
ask for a. little at a, time. He will ;,. k
for the franchise first; hyut we know well
that, the franchise having been obtainej,
those who use the franchise will certainly
never he satisfied until they have the
right also to sit in Parliament. 'What
happened in New Zealand? What hap-
pened in South Australia? In South aus-
tralia, women have the right to vote, arid
they also have the right to a seat in the
Legislature. True, they 'have not vet
elected a. woman to represent a constitu-
ency; but women there have had !he
franchise for only twvo or three years.

Mn. ILcuyowonm:. They nominated a
woman for the Federal Council.

THE. PREMIER: What happened in
New Zealand? k. Bill was passed there
something like that which the hon. mem-
ber desires to introduce here, and its
object was simply to give the franchise
to women, but they were prohibited from
sitting in the Legislature. Yet, only a
week ago-, a motion was brought forward
there-I san not sure it was not in the
shape of a Bill, but it wasm at any rate a
motion-that women should be entitled
to sit in the Legislative Assembly; and,
seeing that there are in New Zealand
about as many women as men, what will
be the result of that resolution? It was
passed on the voices.

Mn, J~sias:- That shows you they are
getting enlightened.

THE& PRE-SHER: No; it shows the
power behind the members. The ruem-
bzcrs who were elected by women-voters
were bound to support the motion, or else
lose their seats.

Mn. JAxns: I thought man was never
afraid of doing the right.

Twa PREMER: Well, you will always
find men wvilling to do a lot of things that
are not to their advantage. At any rate,
that is the result, and it throws light on
the point I want to nia-e; for I say, let
no one in this House suppose that, if you
give the franchise to women, you can
keep from them the right to sit in the
Legislature. Well, then, we get women
into the. Legisature.
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MR. JAMESs: Hear, hear.
Ttn; PREMIER: I would like to ask

the hon. member, is he prepared to go
further, and say, that women should have
a rigyht to sit as judges and nuigistrates
in the courts, and that they should be
eligible for every other civil office? Arc
they to be allowed to act as lawyers?

Mn. JAMES: Undoubtedly, if they ato
qualified.

Tas PREMIER: That is very good;
but the hon, member did not tell us that
in Mis speech. I had to drag it from
him by a question. He did not tell us
that he wished women to occupy all the
bigh offices of State-to act as Ministers,
legislators, judges, and magistrates. 1
do not think the hon. member would go
so far as to say that women, if they are
competent, should be officers and gene-
rals commnanding the army.

MR. JAMES: They should be eligible
for any post.

THiE5PIIEMU3R: I want to know ex-
actly what the hon. member advocates,
and that is that there shall be perfect
equality in regard to eligibility for every
office in the State, and that women shall
ha~ve the same privileges in the ILegisla-
ture, as men.

Ma1. JAMES;: Equality of offices.
THE PREMIER: Perhaps- the hon.

inember will go a little further, and will
enact-no, it would be more than enact-
ing, for we must first insert it into the
dispositions of people, into their ideas
andl tboughts-that a woman sh all not he
dependent on a mem, but that mann shall
be dependent upon her?

MRt. JANMES: No-comnpanions.
THE PREMIER:- Well, the chief re-

sponsibility of maintaining the home,
in the opinion of the bon. member, rests
on the woman.

MuI. hAME4: In a, great number of
cases, y'es;- and in an increa.sing number
of cases every year.

THx PREMIER: In a great many, per-
haps, but not all;- for what do we find
in this colony? We find men leaving
their homes and wives and families aind
kindred in other parts of the world, and
coming here to ;zeeh their fortunes, and
sending back to them every sixpeuc
they can save. Will women do that?
Will the man stay at home and look
after the youngsters, and let the woman

go off to Kalgoorlie, or away up to
Niagara, and send bath weekly remit-
tances in order to keep him in comfort
in the maternal cot?

MR. JAnB*: Many a man would go
away and booze, while his wife looked
after the family and earned the money.

THE PREMIER: Is the woman to be
the responsible person, the head of the
family, or is it to be the man? I say
here that this idea, of trying to make
people equal who are not equal physi-
cally will n~ot work. You will find it will
not work. From time immemorial we
know that man has been considered to
be the head of the family and the bread-
winner; that it is the man's first duty
to maintain his wife and family, and to
keep a home about them, Womien may
assist, no doubt, and do so very largely ;
but look aro-und even in this colony, and
who are the people who are striving
from morning till night in order to keep
their homes? We all know they are the
men. That must be evident. The
responsibility rests upon themu, too. I
have no doubt the hon. member for East
Perth (Mr. James) is waiting for the old-
fashioned argument which has often been
trotted out, that we should go slowly,
and that unless there is great necessity
for this legislation we should not em-
bark upon it. When the 6ecessity
arises, of course I wvill be quits. willing
to deal with it;- but on a great question
like this, which really means a. social
revolution, we might certainly be influ-

Ienced by the fact that the great mother
country has not adopted it. Why
should we be in such a hurry about it in
this colony, where, although we have
great ambitions and great hopes, we are
still a small community? Why, I ask,
do we want to, enter upon this legislation
when there is no necessity for it, and
when no cue can say there is any great
pressure in favour of it? I say that we
fire wasting the time of the country, andL
that we ought not to do, it. We really
ought not to embatrk upon this hind of
legrislation when we have such few exam-
ples to guide us, and when there is no
necessity for it,.

MR. ILLaNORTT - And they are all
failures, every one of them.

Tym PREIMIER: I would like to a&y to
Ithe hon. member that, while I give him
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credit for the manner in which he has
dealt with this question, I am entitled
to just as much credit in opposing it, and
in fact a little more than he himself is
entitled to; and I will tell him why.
The hon. member has the great advant-
age of being considered the friend of the
women of the colony, and that is a very
nice position for him to occupy. He is
a hero amongst them, a, sort of cock bird.

MRs. MORAN: A general rooster.
Tan PREMIER: And he gets an amount

of kudos over it from those persons whose
friendship and good will he is naturally
pleased with. I also should like very
much to have the good will and the word
of the ladies. If I considered only myself
and my political position, it would be al-
together to my interest to, vote for giving
the suffrage to women, because I believe
that a great many of them, at any rate,
would vote for me. It would have another
effect, which certainly would not be to
my disadvantage politically, and that is,
that it would increase the voters to a
very large extent in the older parts of the
colony, where I Ba best known, and where
I have perhaps the most influence. That
is a matter wvhich is certainly on my side.
If I were only looking at it from a personal
point of view, that is a matter wvhich
would influence me in giving the women a
vote. If we gave the vote to, women, no
doubt the voting power of the settled parts
of the colony, the older settlements, would
be doubled. The cry for redistribution
of seats, which we hear now and again in
the different parts of the goldfields, would
wax very much fainter if we enfranchised
wcomen, because we should have a great
many more votes in Pcrth and Fre-
mantle, and in other parts of the colony,
than they would have in the crowded
centres at the goldfields. I am certain
the effect of extending the franchise to
women would be to give more political
power to the older parts of the colony.

MR. JAMES: That is not a good argu-
ment.

Tims PREMIER: I want to use it. I
want to show that I am disinterested in
this matter, and I think 1 can prove it.
If we enfranchise women we shall, I re-
peat, be giving a great deal more political
power to the older populations and the
older centres of the colony, wvhilst the vot-
ing power upon the goldfields will certainly

not be increased to any large extent by
it. But I look upon that as a temporary
argument which really should not be used.
We know that in considering this legisla-
tion we are dealing with a great principle,
and that is, whether women should take
part in the law-making and in the Parlia-
ment of this country. I am inclined to
think that, as time goes along, women's
suffrage will be granted ; hut that is
another reason, if I were only thinking of
myself, why I should support it, because
it is always best to be on the winning
side in politics if you possibly can. Still,
a; I say, I do not think that it is a good
argument at the present time. I do not
think that because you think a particular
side is going to win, you should
therefore join it so as to be in the
front rank when the race is over. If the
change comes, let it come slowly. I say
to myself: "Don't you, by any influence
tha~t you may be able to bring, accelerate
the speed with which it is to come." If
it is to, come it will come, soon enough,
and we will have more experience to guide
us. I certainly would not, in my present
frame of mind, think of embarking upon
it until I had had a good deal more ex-
perience. In fact, I should like the
mother country to adopt it.

AN Hoy. MEmnIJ: They are going to.
TEE PREMIER: Then why not wait

till they have done so? Then Iwould say
we had a great example there, and that,
as the off-shoots of that great empire,
we could not be going very far wrong in
following the example they have set vs.

AN HON. MEMBER: Why not set the ex-
ample I

Tan PREMIER: I say, let us be certain
first that the women want it, and let us
also be sure that the men of the colony are
in favour of it. I do not think that in a
great question of this sort, which, as I
said before, is a social revolution, this
House is in a position to decide it. If
there is one question more than another
which might fairly be referred to the
whole mass of the people, to the
voters of the colony, I think this
is one; and unless the voters of the
colon 'y are in favour of it, we have

n rih tointroduce it. I sar
again, that this cry for the extension of
the franchise to women, as far as this
colony is concerned, comes from a few.
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The women of the colony have not ex-
pressed an opinion with regard to it, nor
have the mn of the colony done so; and
for these reasons and others which I have
urged to-night, I hope, that the hon. mem-
ber, having made his eloquent speech, will
not press the motion to a division. But
if he does , I shall have to do, as I did be-
fore-vote against it.

MR. EWING (SanR): I Was greatly
disappointed to-night, chiefly because I
expected, after the remnarks of the, right
hon. the Premier when the Divorce Bill
was before this House, that we should
have had his support to the motion
now being considered. The right hon.
gentleman upon that occasion said that
one of the chief reasons why he opposed
the Divorce Bill was that the women had
not expressed their opinion upon it, and
indicated a desire for the measure, It
appears, to me that the only possible way
we have of getting the opinions of the com -
munity, or to gather what is the opinion
of any section of the community, upon
any political matter, is by their recording
their votes through the medium of the
ballot-box. Therefore I thought, seeing
the Premier considered that before the
introduction of a measure so materially
affecting women as the Divorce Bill, it
was necessary for them to express their
opiniion on the matter, he would have been
prepared to extend the franchise to thenm
in order that they may record their views.
The argument has been used that women
have not asked for the suffrage, but it
appears to me that hon. members who
say that must have persistently closed
their ears to the remarks of women gene-
rally in this colony, and to their public
utterances, and must have closed their
eyes to the letters which have constantly
appeared in the newspapers; otherwise
they could not possibly say that women
have not asked to, have the suffrage ex-
tended to them. Further than that, I
take it that it is not really a question
whether women ask for it; but what we
have to consider is whether it will be for
the welfare of the community and will
have a, beneficial effect on legislation.
It is argued also, in opposition to
the proposition of extending the franchise,
that women have sufficient political in-
fluence, Hon. members have always ea-
pressed the opinion that the influence of

women upon the home is beneficial, and
that the influence of women wherever it
is found is good. We all find the greatest
possible advantage from the influence
which women exercise upon us; therefore
why not extend the sphere of that influ-
ence a little further? If woman exercises
individually a beneficial influence on man,
then women collectively will exercise a
beneficial influence on the community. I
also think that women's suffrage is desir-
able because it will have a steadying effect
on legislation. There is no doubt, to my
mind, that we in the Australian colonies
are always travelling rather quickly ; and
if we drift towards socialistic. legislation
too fast, who is the person in the home or
in the general life of the community who
asks us to hesitate before we step for-
ward? It is always a woman who says:
"Hesitate before you take the, step you
are about to," and it is woman who is
alwvays for allowing things to remain as
they are until an improvement can be
shown.

MR. HIGHAM: She does not say that
when you are opposed to her.

MRt. EWING: I think I can meet that
objection by saying that., unless you can
show there will he a better state of affairs,
she always urgeR that things should be
left as they are. Women have a steady-
ing influence upon legislation ;there-
fore it will be desirable to extend the
franchise to them. There is no, doubt in
my mind that her influence, however ex-
ercised, will be good. The further ques-
tion as to whether women should have a
vole is wrapped up in the question as to
whether women are materially affected by
the laws we pass. Hon. members,. almost
one and all, when addressing their consti-
tuents, say they believe in representative
governent, and that they are in favour
of democratic government and believe in
the people governing themselves. We
must recognise that an important section
of the community are women ;and the
only logical ground for excluding women
from the franchise is to show that, if given
the franchise, they will exercise it to the
detriment of the community. No lion.
member has ever suggested that theyv will
exercise it to the detriment of the commu-
nity; and if not, I say hon. members must
forego the position they take up in oppos-
ing women's franchise, or they must estab-
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lish the argument that women if admitted
to the suffrage will exercise their influence
to Lia detriment of the community. I be-
lieve in allowing every man, however poor,
to rise to the position which his abilities
hi him for, and I Ray the seane right should
be extended to every woman. If we exclude
men from rising to higher positions
wvhich they are qualified to fill, we shall be
keeping the results of good opportunities
anil good energies from t e use of the
community, If those good opportunities
a good energies happen to be centred
in women, as I believe they often axe, we
are doing wrong in shutting women out of
politics and depriving the community of
the benefit of their good influence and
their good opportunities.

MR. MORAN: Would you make Minis-
ters out of women?

MR. EWING: I believe women are Fit
for most things, and are fit even to be
Ministers of the Crowvn. Another ques-
tion is how far women are interested in
legislation, and how far their rights have
been safeguaded and protected by men.
Have we done the fair thing by women in
the past, and are we doing it in the pre-
sent? The law of England, and many of
the colonies, is that when a man and at
woman separate after marriage, the man
takes the children from the wife ; showing
that there is iin inequality which is not
justified by reason, or humanity, or even
by decency. And if men in the past have
be.-t doing their duty towards womlen, why
have they not wiped out this awful blot
that mists in our legislation? i,ea are told
that it is not a~ woman' asphere. I would
aic~ what is women's sphere. in the business
world? She has to make her livinr, as
a nian has to do:; and while I believe that,
where it is practicable and possible, it is
undesirable for women to enter into
labourious business, yet women must live,
and we must assist them towards earning
a living decently and respectably. Men
have power to pass Factory Acts which
prevent women from working in certain
occupations, but the women have no power
politically to pass any Act for preventin -g
men from engaging in occupations within
woman's sphere. Where is woman'
sphere? In my opinion, it is the wide,
wide world ; but if there is a limit to
woman's sphere, it is such a sphere, in a
business way, as she is competent to work

in reasonably and profitably. If men had
been doing their duty in the past, they
would have prevented men from encroach-
ing on the rights of women; but what do
we hear in our towns every day?-that
women are bringing down the wages and
competing with men, and men would pre-
vent them from doing so. This is one in-
stance of the injustice which men do to
women; and if men cannot help wonah
in a broader and a better way
than they have done in the past,
then the sooner wre extend the fran-
chise to women, the better it will
be for the community. I will support
the motion, firstly because I believe it is
for the welfare of the community;
secondly, because I believe it is for the
welfare of women, in that they will be able
to lock after their rights and be able to
protect their intetests, and protect their
own sphere if it exists; and, thirdly, I will
support it because I believe the influence
of women on the community is good,
wherever you find it, and that the in-
fluence of women on politics must in an
equal proportion be good.

MR. MORAN (East Cooilgardie): I
must confess that I a going to use that
unfair argument which the Premier re-
ferred to this evening, the political argu-
ment. Apart from the academic argu-
ment, I want to look at this question as
it wvill affect policy, justice, and represen-
tation in Western Australia. As far as
our goldfields people are concerned, the
argument I am using is that of expedi-
ency; for if we, as goldfields members,
vote for giving the franchise to females
in Western Australia, I say we shall have
thrown down our own trump card. It
may be said it is ungenerous and unfair
to use this argument as to political ex-
pediency; but I reply that it is very un-
generous and very unfair at the
present time to ask one man to
represent 25,000 men in the Coolgardie
electorate, when at the same time you
give to some men an equal voting power,
"'hile they represent only 50 or 60 elec-
tors in their constituencies. I do not
know whether the more plausible argu-
ments are not those put forward by the
advocates of female suffrage, which is
probably the popular cause; but I say
that whilst we have lurger evils to remedy
and greater questions to etudy, and our
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whole system to perfect, those members
who represent goldfields electorates and
want to, have a fair share in the represen-
tation of the colony should hesitate and
consider very prcofoundly, before we con-
sent to double the voting power of Perth
and Fremantle as the chief centres.
of population in the older por-
tions of the colony, while we on
the goldields shall get no corre-
apcnding benefit by the change.
There is no doubt a great agitation in
the larger centres on the goldfields, and a
feeling that there is unfair representation
and a need for redistribution of seatsa
We have am adult voting population on
the goldfields almost equal to that in the
large centres near the coast, while these
coast centres have four times at least the
representative power which we who re-
present, the goldfields have in Parliament;
and if we pass the female suffrage, it will
have the effect of immediately enrolling
the women in these coastal centres, and
not only doubling there the voting power,
but increasing the voting power round
the capital of the colony by about 1 10 or
115 per cent. I say there are more
women than men in the older portions of
the colony at the present time, and the
rolls in those electorates would be doubled
by this change, whereasa the goldfields con-
stituencies would practically be left ats
Iliuy Rte~. Looking at the position in its
meaner political arspect, we goldfields re-
presentatives would be throwing down
our "right bower" and giving you the
"joker" in the game.

MR. Vosena: It is a fine figure, about
the, "joker."

MR. MORAN: The hon. member has
told us he has 20,000 men in his electo-
rate. He has, perhaps; 16,000;- and a]-
lowing, he has 15,000, 1 ask how many
women are there in that electorate?

MR. VOSPER: About 200.
MR. MORAN: Well, I say that a given

number of males in the older parts of the
colony, especially Perth and Fremantle,
would be equalled by a corresponding
number of fernales, on the average;- con-
sequently, to give effect to this motion
would be doubling their franchise, and
leaving the goldfields representation as it
is.

Mafi. MORANSne: It does not alter the re-
presentation.

MR. MORAN: Bub we are going to try
in Western Australia to alter the basis
of representation, by having it put on the
basis of population in a more equitable
degree than at present-the basis of
adult mnale suffrage. That question will
have to be fought out here as it has been
fought in the other colonies, for we have
a larger disproportion between the num-
ber of voters whom members represent
in this House, than has, been the case in
any other part of Australia. By this
change, we should be doing wrong to our-
selves, as goldfields representatives, in
giving, away the power which we have of
showing the present injustice which the
Fgldfields suffer in regard to inequality
of representation. That is the argument
of expediency. But, beyond that, I say the
women of the colony have not asked, and
do not ask, for the female suffrage, and
that to extend it is therefore unneces-
sary. I make bold to say that seven out
of every ten women in Western Australia
ares opposed to the women's franchise.
Ealch member can speak only from his
own experience, and that is the opinion I
bave formhed. From what I know of those
women with whom I am acquainted, and
those to, whom I am related, they are in
the main opposed to female suffrage; and
of course they take no interest in it, and
they look upon it more or less in the light
of a fad ; and were it not for the mem-
ber for East Perth,with the able and elo-
quent assistance of the Reverend Mrs.
Clarke, we should not have heard so muc6h
about it at present.

Mn. Vosi'na: It is unworthy, to speak
of her in that way.

MR. MORAN: I hope the hov, member
will not dictate to ame in this way. When
I say the Reverend Mrs. Clarke, I pre-
sume the lady is reverend, and that
she is to be revered for the consistency
and honesty with which she puts forward
her case. I believe she is revered by a
large circle of men and women in this
colony-, and that it is owing to her power-
ful and able, advocacy of this question
that it has been lifted above the faddy
talk which some persons connected with
it have indulged in, and that it is now
raised into a question of fairly lively in-
terest amongst people in Perth and Fr-
mantle. But I still say the major por-
tion of women in, the colony have not
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asked for the franchise to be extended to
them. I shall be told, probably, that
il is very unfair to use the argument
about not giving away our own power in
representation; but I believe the major-
ity of members in this House will pause
before they give away the very argument
they wyill have to use so strongly before
this Parliament has run its course. One
or two of the arguments which have been
advanced in this debate I will notice as
being rather weak. The member for
East Perth (Mr. James) said: "Give
equal opportunities to both men and
woren"-that is the sum total of his
argument; and he carried it further and
said, "Let them be companions in every-
thing." Now, the meaning of the word
"companion" is more applicable to the
companionship of men, because you can-
not alter the inherent difference between
men and women, no matter what oppor-
tunities you give them. Men will be
men, and will be the stronger vessel of
the two, physically, mentally, intellectu-
ally; and I maintain he has n greater
capacity, and was made for the rougher
and more rugged w~ork of building up
and developing the nations. Woman
was sent to him as a helpmate in her
own sphere, and she has been made dif-
ferently, inasmuch as she is the weaker
vessel, and always will remain so. There
is a fundamental difference, and it is
summed up in this, that man has always
been man, and woman has always been
woman in the past, and so they will con-
tinue. We do not hear of any agitation
on the part of men to take over the
sphere of wvomen's duties. We never
hear the member for East Perth (Mr.
lrames) asking that men should take up
dressmakingz and cooking, and the look-
inZ after children.

MR. JANMw: The man's contract is the
best nart of it.

MR. MORAN: I am not so foolish as
to admit it. We never hear these pro-
posals made. No matter how you legis-
late,. it is impossible to deny that woman
is altogether unfitted, physically if not
intellectually, for the performance of
many duties which devolve on man. I
was rather surrrised to hear the mem-
ber for East Perth admit that he wants
women to come into this Chamber and,
further, to be Ministers or the Crown

and judges of the Supreme Court. Now,
here is an argument I want answered.
I want every man who is going to vote
for female suffrageincluding the mem-
ber for Ooolgardie (Air. Morgans-to
say whocther be anticipates that, if women
are granted the franchise, they will put
up for Parliament, and whether, in that
rase, he will be prepared to canvass and
vote for them. Why, we shall have
this Chamber perhaps equally divided
as regards men and women. And
then arises the question of electing a
Ministry. The hon. member for East
Perth says he will allow women to be-
come Ministers of the Crown ; and, fur-
ther, ho tells us that a Minister who gets
£1,000 a year should devote the whole
of his time to the interests of the State.
Now, would he be able to make this com-
patible with the ordinary laws of
nature? And I maintain that, when yoru
endeavour to shut out such arguments,
you are burking the question, which has
to be faced in all its nakedness. The
truth has to be brought out. You elect
female Ministers. Well, if you do that,
for goodness' sake keep them single.
Keep them spinsters, anyway; for it
would b; tremendously awkward to have
three or four members of the Cabinet
women. As I said, hon. members can
draw their own inferences I hope some
reply will be made to this argument.
Furthermore, take the ordinary mem-
bers of this Assembly, and suppose half
of them are women. We must presume
that, as the best of women get married,
the married women will come into this
Assembly; and, being married, they are
married. And Parliament, sitting per-
haps for six months in the year, will not
wait for time and tide; and it will be very
awkward for the lady member for Cool-
gardie to attend to her duties during the
session, of this House when, for the sake
of respectability, she ought to be at home.

M&. JAWSR: Do not the electors realise
all that?

MRs. MORAN: Sir, we are debating this
question now in ant honourable, straight-
forward way, I hope. These are the pos-
sibilities-not only the possibilities, but
the probabilities, and I may say the ab-
solute certainties by which we are con-
fronted when we push home this theory to
its logical issue. If bon. members would
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give me a pledge that they are opposed to
allowing women to act as members of
Parliament; if they would draw a line at
giving them the franchise, and would
guarantee that the innovation wvould go
no further, I should not oppose it, pos-
sibly, in the future. BuL we have the mem-
ber for East Perth to-night actually ad-
mitting that he wants to push his theory
to its logical conclusion. He cannot deny
it. If you give a vote to any man in the
country, that man has a right to seek thc
suffrages of his fellow-voters ; and, if you
extend the franchise to women, they 'will
have the undeniable right to return Them-
hers of their own sex to Parliament. The
principle is adopted in New Zealand,
where the woman is the equal of the man;
and it simply means that the women
voters can, if they choose, return as, many
female representatives as there are men
in the Assembly. I say that if you push
the matter far enough you will find your-
selves in a moat ridiculous and absurd
position; and I have never heard that ar-
gument answered yet. Now, to go still
further, let us suppose that a Speakeress
was chosen from amongst the ladies of
the Assembly, it would be very awkward
for the House to have to wait a long time
-for two or three months at a stretch,
perhaps-uring her absence, would it
noti These considerations must occur to
hon. members; and, occurring, it is only
honest that we should give them due
weight. We must push the advocates of
this scheme into a&corner. We must force
them to show their hands, and declare how
far they wish to go; and that is 'what I
am trying to do. If you give women the
right to vote, you must allow them to be-
come members of Parliament; and we
know that members of Parliament should
he prepared to take a seat in the Ministry.
Having taken up this line of argument, I
should like to see it answered. Perhaps it
would be hard to argue against the exten-
sion of the franchise if it were laid down
hard and fast in the constitution that it
should not be posaible for a woman to
enter Parliament, but this cannot be done.
And, with regard to judicial functions. I
am not going to deny that a woman might
possibly be as good a judge of a man's case
as a man would be; but that is Dot the
point. Woman has her own sphere of in-
fluence. She can influence her husband,

her brothers, and her male acquaintances.
Women have their influence. It is felt;
and possibly it would be none the more
felt if you gave them the vote. But, once
give them the franchise, and we cannot
deny them the right to enter this House,
unless we put it unalterably in the Con-
stitution that they shall not do
so; and, even if this were done,
the female electors could still say
ti candidates: "If you do not vote to alter
the Constitution, we will not vote for you,
but will put in a man who believes in
female members." This is the position of
affairs. I take up this line of argument,
and have done so every year. I amn a
seciter after truth in this matter, apart
altogether from the political aspect of the
question, which I have now done with, so
far as Western Australia is concerned.
Let us find what is the truth about the
matter. Is it possible to make woman
man's equal by giving her equal opportu-
nities? No; I say it is impossible, be-
cause she cannot take advantage of the
opportunities. Ic is impossible for a
wvoman to fill every position that a man
can fill. It bas never been intended by
Previdence that she should. She is a
Womn ; and that covers everything which
is brought before the minds of bon. mm
herp. It is useless to give her equal
opportunities. To do so would be only
to bring women into ridicule, for she can-
not take advantage of them. Any of the
situations I have instanced to the House
to-night would bring a woman into ridi-
cule, and would thus drag her down from
her present high position to the laughing-
stock of an Assembly which might not
bo always reverent. We all know per-
fectly well that man is the stronger, and
woman the weaker vessel; and hers is amn
influence which is always exercised on the
male portion of humanity for good. We
know and admit that; and we know, too,
that there is a much larger number of
evil-minded men in the world than of evil-
minded women. But, at the same time,
we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that a
woman is still a woman, no matter how
good, no matter how intellectual she may
he. Be she ever so clever, be she ever so
enthusiastic, still she cannot, by her
ability or her intellectuality, alter the one
g reat fact that Providence has made her
a woman and has made us men. And I do
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believe that if you gave woman the fran-
chise to-morrow, you would not find
any novel. legislation. brought before
this House for the amelioration of woman.
I listened wiib extreme regret to the
member for the Swan (Mr. Ewing), when
he said to-night that we bad always op-
posed legrislation for the good of women
in this Rouse. In other words, be is sti ' -
mantising his own kex as being, cruel
mondters, unwilling to give woman any
advantage'. I took do-:n his words. lie
said: "We have always been found will'
ing, to shut out women fromi doing good
for themselves!' And wby? Because we
were afraid they would enter into com-
petition with us. Now, I do not think
that is the idea. The vast majority of
women,, and nearly all1 men, think that
woman has her sphere, and that it is
foolish, to say the least of it, to ask her
to go out of it. There is not a. man in
this Chamber to-night who would like to
see his own wife-not even the meniuer
for East Perth would like to see the
woman of whom he thinks most, in the
world-going out every night duringe a
time of political turmoil, sitting in Ft

crowded hall, hooting and howling, and
perhaps waving her hat about, if she
were inclined to do so.

MnR. MOROANSq: That is not necessary.
She need not be a politician.

MnF. MORAN: The hon. member says
it is not necessary, but it frequently hap)-
pens. I am sure no hon- member would
like to see his wife do it. and not a single
member of this Chamber would core to
see his wife winnointed on the election
committee of Mr. or Mrs. So-and-so to
canvass a. district. Can any hon. member
imagine his wife going round to all the
men in the district, and asking for votesl
I say, no; nor can we imagine a woman
being draggred into this mattr n n
way whatever. We have to look at these
things from an ordinary point of view.
I want that argument answered if pos-
sible, and I desire to ask every man who
speaks to us whether he would confine
himself to giving the franchise to women,
or whether he would push forward the
theory, and asiert that, if she wished to
uqo her power, she could push herself
into this Assembly. We know perfectly
well that in every part of the world
where woman has taken an executive

position in any public body, she bas de-
cidedly degraded herself. We know of
Ne w Zealand's mayoress, and of
America's, mayoresses. We are aware
that in those States in which women have
been elected on municipal bodies in com-
pany with men, they have without excep-
tion been degraded. I cannot imagine
any woman being a, member of this As-
sembly and staying here every night till
midnight, while her husband is at home
--going to the refreshment-room, and
perhaps strolling home with the
member for West Perth, and all the rest
of it. We shall be told it is beneath the
dignity of the House to bring forward
arguments of this kind, If so, how much
more rid iculous and absurd would it be
to bring a. lady into this Assembly? It
is not fitting that womea should occupy
a, place either oa a municipal body or
legrislative body, where men meet tog ether
to discuss the affairs of the nation. Had
it not been for this "cock-bird," as the
Premier called him, of the tea and cackle
union, who likes to plume himself before
these hen conventions-hbad it not been
for him, and some of the said ladies, who,
no doubt, possess great ability, we should
never have heard of the question from
the women as a, body. It is not a ques-
tion on which the whole of the women
have risen up as onte body and asked for
the franchise, as men have risen in other
forward movements, To show how much
power and influence a few women may
have, I may refer to the number of bon.
members who are jealous of the honours
of the said cock-bird, and are nxious
to plume themselves also at some of these
said conventions. The franchise for
women has never been asked for, and is
not wanted. It, any hon. member willingr
to bring forward a. referendum to deal
with the question?

Ma., Vosena: I will bring it forward.
MR. MORAN:- If the hon. member wilt

do that, he will be adopting a, proper
course. We should then get at the truth
as to the wishes of the women of Western
Australia on this question. Let him
ask for a referendum on the question
whether they believe in allowing women
to enter Parliament, and ay of its
offices; let him not only ash, "Do you
believe in giving the franchisel" hut also
ask whether they are willing for women
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to enter public life in Western Australia,
:ncluding Attorney Gentx -ihihips, to be
followed up, as they are ins most parts of
Australia, by the appointment to judge-
ships in the colony to which they belong.
I can imagine, but the imagination is
not a very pleasant one, a lady judgt,
trying in 'Western Australia a. very im-
portant divorce case. The imagination
presents itself to may mind because the
hon. member for East Perth (Mr. James)
satys he will throw the profession open
to the ladies, I can imagine the mother
of a large family in Perth filling the
position of judge, or a very brilliant
spinster trying such a case, or a single
lady barrister becoming through her
capabilities and legal knowledge a. judge
of the Supreme Court, and trying a very
important divorce ease in this colony.
You can imagine it, but you would never
want to see it realised. We have in
every ease conmc to the conclusion that
woman, was not fitted for certain things;
and one of the things for which she is
least fitted is entry into public life. I
have a. certain amount of regret in oppos-
ing this proposition which has been Fo
ably brought forward. Several ladies
in Perth are no doubt enthusiastic upon
this question, and have their hearts set
upon it, but they are at war with the
majority of their sex in Western Aus-
tralia, who possibly are not so intellec-
tual, and certainly not so noisy in the
ritatter. I oppose it with the sincere
conviction that the world has nothing
new to give to woaman in this respect.
There is nothing new under the sun, and
if ever you endeavour to produce some-
thing new, and try to. make a man out of
a woman, you ar 'e bucking up agat
an opoesum at once. I have much
pleasure in opposing the motion, and
T shall do it as strongly as I can. Pos-
sibly I should not be so much opposed
to it if I thought it would stop at the
franchise; but when I find they wisuh to
grive women power to belong to the
Ministry. Parliament, -and everything
else, I cannot support it.

Ax HON. Maunsa: We will stop at
the franchise.

MA. MORAN: The hon. member for
East Perth says he will net stop at that.
If he can assure this House thatt, by giving

woman a vote, he will at the esame tim'e
prevent her from getting into Parlia-
meat and the positions associated with
Parliament, we shall withdraw cur ob-
jection; but we know that the le-ader of
this movement is pushing it to its logical
conclusion, and urging that not only
should the franchise be conferred, but
that women should be able to occupy
seats in Parliament, and to fill every
position in the land. It has reduced
itself to an absurdity, aind what, I say :z
that we should leave the matter where
our common-sense requires us to leave
it, and where the women of the colony
themselves want it left. 'Where it has
been pushed further in America it has
been brought to ridicule, and I feel sure
that it would end in bringing ridicule on
every part of the world in which it was
tried.

lAN. QUINLAN (Toodyay) :Hoving
voted against the proposal of the h on. mem-
ber for Eazt Per LII in this House some few
years agro I feel that, being a convert to
the cause, I am justified inh offering a few
remarks in support of the motion. The
arguments that have been raised are as,
old as the subject itself, which has been
before the country and the House on
more than one occasion;- but I am, con-
vinced that we will be justified in g'rant-
ing this privilege, notwithstanding that a
few only ma&y have asked or agitated for
it, because if that were an argument the
same would apply to New Zealand or
South Australia. In New Zealand this
question was first agitated by a. few, and
what was the result of the first election?
The people took advantage of it to such
a degree that, almost 90 per centt. of the
ladies upon the roll availed themselves
of the franchise. I hold that in all
probability the same would result in
Western Australia; and while it may be
argued that there is no immediate hurry
for such a, reform here, surely, at any
rate, 'we, are right in moving in this direc-
tion. It is in the direction of progress and
prosperity, and the ladies who have now
risen to tha occasion are willing and
ready to avail themselves of the franchise
should this House grant it to them.. lean-
not see any good argument why the ladies
should not hare the, vote when they re-
quest it. They have had various con-
cessions given to them even during the
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presnt session. In one Bill, which
desk with divorce, provision was made to
place the womtan on an equality with the
wan, which privilege had always hither-
to been denied. Another measure which
was passed here about three years ago,
and would be new to many other coun-
tries, was, an Act relating to the distribu-
tion of estates. It had always been re-
cognised, not only here, but in England
and nearly every part of the world,
that there was an inequality between the
sexes in the distribution of estates. By
the enactment to which I refer, that posai-
tion has been altered so far as this colony
is conacerned, so that a, daughter is now
on an equality with a son in the case, of
the distribution of his or her parents' es-
tate. I think, too, that if the franchise
were granted to woman it would have a
beneficial effect morally, and that its in,
finanice would be for good; and while, in
some inistances, women may have parti-
cular fancies regarding representation, 1
am sure that in the case of. the older ones
they would recognise their responsibility,
and place in Parliament those whom they
thought worthy of their support. The
granting of the franchise to women would
tend to better protection for them, for
they would be more recognised if they
had thatt political power than they are at
the present time, and they would, if they
thought fit, be able to question the merits
of any candidate. I believe that, in con-
s-idering whether a candidate was worthy
of their support, the first point which
would be considered by them would
be his moral character ; and that in
itself would be sufficient to warrant
the extension of the franchise to the
women of this colony. It is desirable that;
greater opportunities should be given to
men and women to meet and discuss any
subject, political or otherwvise. I admire
ladies who are modest, or I may say, per-
hap% somrewhat shy; but I believe that if
they, come more into, contact with men
they would be stronger, and better able
to preserve their own interests. The right
to vote in municipalities has always been
recognised in this colony, and I believe
throughout the world; and while I admit
that very few ladies care to go to the poll
unless they are driven, still I believe it is
due. to the fact that there are so few of
them who have the opportunity, that they

feel somewhat reluctant to vote, seeing
the vast number of men there are upon
the roll. But let them have the franchise
so that they may vote for members of the
Assembly, or of the Upper House, and be
on an equality with men in the matter, and
then see what the result will be. If they
do not avail themselves of the privilege
given them, then by all means let them be
dealt with as the Electoral Act in New
Zealand deals with electors who do not
avail themselves of the opportunity of
voting-strike them off the roll, and let
them be politically dead to the world. The
same principle should apply to men. I
hope that when the question of electoral
reform occupies the attention of hon. mem-
h ers, this m easure will be adopted in Wes-
tern Australia. If that principle were car-
ried out with regard to both men and wo-
men, it would save a considerable sumn
to the Government for electoral expenses,
and compel those who feel any interest in
their country to vote. If they did not do
so, you could consider that they were either
in their graves or did not take sufficient
interest in national affairs to go to the
poll. Of course, it may be argued that in
country places it will be inconvenient, and
I recognise that; but, perhaps, better
facilities could be given, because one of
the reasons why so few generally record
their votes in those localities is the incon-
venience of getting to the polling places.
Still, I cannot say that, with regard to miy
own electorate, because at the last election
it was, as regards percentage of those who
voted, at the top of the list, and it de-
serves credit for it. It may Be argued that
if female suffrage were granted, a dual -vote
would be given in the case of married
wvomen. I think that they certainly de-
serve a dual vote, for Inarried men and
women have much greater responsibilities
than others, and I do not believe that the
dual vote would, as has often been said,
lead to quarrels or disputes. I hold
that ladies are entitled to their opinions
as well as men, and that they should be
entitled to vote which way they choose.
I admit that, in my own case, m~y wife pro-
bably would not avail herself of the fran-
chise at the present time, but I really be-
lieve that if it became the law of the
colony she would exercise that right, and
also that other ladies would do the same.
It is no argumnent to say that at the pre-
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sent time only a few are urging that this
privilege should be granted. I know
plenty of instances in this colony of
widows and widowers, and I make bold to
say that in every instance the widow had,
so far as I have been able to judge, in
business circles, been better able to man-
age an estate than a, widower, notwith-
standing the care devoted to her children.
Reference was made to the lady who occu-
pied the position of mayoress in New
Zealand, but what was the resultI
That lady was, diegraced in the eyes
of her own sex, and they did not put her
into the same position again, for she was
rejected on a subsequent occasion by a
large majority. And the same wvould
apply to men. There are men now in re-

sponsible positions who are a disgrace to
their sex, and the chances are 100 to I
that, as, soon as experience has taught
electors the kind of representative they
have selected, they will not choose him a
second time. All over the British Empire
we recognise, at our head a woman who is
admirred all over the world, and she has
also the executive or business concerns of
the State to conduct, nevertheless she is
admired all over the world, and she has
fulfilied that high office with dignity, and
wi&,i credit to herself and her subjects.
Thib. question, as hon. members are
aware, will not be dealt with offhand
if the principle is affirmed ; but when
electoral reform takes place, let women
avail themselves of the opportunity to
vote, and then if they do not vote, surely
no harm can result from granting the
franchise to those who ask for it I do
ot think it is the province of this House

to refuse what is requested by our
equals, if not our superiors, morally, and
for the reasons I have mentioned I feel
justified in supporting my hon. and worthy
friend the member for East Perth. The
arguments used by my hon. friend the
member for Central Murchison were ex-
ceedingly good-so much so that I almost
felt inelined to revert to my former
opinion; but I should not be, justified in
returning to the old path, for I fee] that
I amt on the right one now, and I am con-
fident that sooner or later what is pro-
posed will become the law of the land.

Ma. ILLINOWOETH: Do not get con-
verted too often, or we shall doubt the
genuineness of it.

Ma. QUINLAN: There is not much
fear of it. I congratulate the bon. mem-
ber on the excelient speech he delivered,
and I share the opinion of every member
ui this Assembly that he deserves the
thanks of the community for the ar-ga-
muents he raised against the arguments of
my friends; but suffice it to say that my
friend's arguments were so strong that f
feel justified in supporting him.

MR. MORG-ANS (Coolgardie) : I desire
to say on this question that I have never
heard any subject debated in this House
or outside it with less argument than has
been brought forward on the present occa-
sion. The Premier took the opportunity
of congratulating the~ hon. member for
Central urionupon the splendid
speech he made the other night upon this
question. There was one point I noticed
.n that congratulation, which to some ex-
tent detracted from its value, because my
right, hon. friend did not say whether he
admired the rhetoric or the argument of
tini speech. I suppose it was that he re-
cognised in the speech of the hon. mema-
ber for Central Murchison a very able and
eloquent speech, and I have much pleasure
also in congratulating the hon. member
upon it, but I am obliged to say that in the
whole of it I was not able to trace one
single argument against the motion now
before the House. I followed it with a
gr eat deal of interest, as no doubt other
members did, and I observed that several
members who are frequently "- osed to
thus hon. member for Central Murchison
cheerfully responded to his rhetoric. I
could not help observing that the member
fo: West lKimberley, for example, kept
saying "Hear, hear." When the member
for Central Murchison is present in this
Assembly, it is quite unusual for me to
notice the hon. member for West Kim-
berley devoting such acclamation to
the statements of my friend oppo-
site; but I am bound to say that
everything seemed out of gear. I could
not understand how it was that the lion.
member for Central Murchison had been
able to bring such powerful influence to
bear on the very refractory member for
West Kimberley. I admit that the mem-
b':r for Central Murchison has made a
most excellent speech, but, as I have said, I
have not up to the present time been able
to trace one single argument. One of
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the first points the hon. member touched
upon was the question of taxation and
representation. Well, I think that it is
a sound theory that those who pay taxam-
tion should have representation ; kut I
contend that a woman contributes as muchi
to the taxes as a man. It appears to me
that although a. woman may be attending
to household duties, she is ccrtainlv as-
sisting to develop the interests of the
husband in his commercial, or scientific,
or any other interests. And if a- wiffe
takes a legitimate interest in the develop-
ment of the destinies of man, it is aproper
thing for us to concede that she bears her
fair share at least in the taxation of the
country. If that be so, the argument of
the hon. member, that taxation and re-
presentation should go together, simply
confirms the position taken up by the
member for East Perth in bringing for-
ward this motion, and it is one good rea-
son why the suffrage should be granted to
women

Ma. ILLINOWORTH: I think you said
there were no arguments.

Ma. MORGANS: I said you showed
none. I am now bringing forward argu-
ments upon points raised by the hon.
member, which I hope will have the effect
of leading him to vote in a different way
from that indicated when hie delivered his
speech on the subject.

Ms. ILwqaOamRT: I shall want better
arguments than that.

MR. 'MORGANS: The hon. mewmher
stat ed that women were not bread-earners,
but I contend that they are. If you were
to see the position of many women in
Perth to-day, you would find that there
are scores wvho earn bread not only for
themselves but for their husbands and
children also. Hundreds of women in
this colony are doing that.

MR. ILLiyawoRflI: And hundreds arc
not.

MR. 'MORGANS: That I admit, but I
say that in this great colony there are
hundreds of women to-day earning bread
for themselves and their children, and
also for their husbands& I am sure the
member for Central Murchison will be one
of the first to admit that equality.

Ma. ILLINGW(IRTH: I do not admit i- at
ill. It is not the truth.

gAs. MORGANS: There is another
point, with regard to the position of

widows and unmarried women, and
surely the hon. member is prepared to
admit there are some such in this colony.
I know a great number, and I have the
honour of knowing many that are quite
as worthy of the privilege of giving a
vote as is the hon. member himself ; but
if the argument of the hon. member is
good, he would shut out the widow and
the spinster, the unmarried woman.
That is not fair, to say the least of it.
Then, with regard to those terrible evils
and disasters which have been indicated
to us by the member for Central Murchi-
son, also by the Premier, and by the mem-
ber for East Coolgardie: these evils and
disasters are going to arise if we allow
the women to come out of that ideal
sphere which those members have been
good enough to present to this House as
being women's proper sphere. We have
still the unmarried women, who pay a
share of taxation but have no right to
vote; and if the argument of the member
for Central Murchison is correct, surely
those persons who are earning their own
bread and contributing to the revenue
of the colony should have some right in
the management of the colony's affairs.

MIR. ILLLNowOLRI Not one in a hun-
dred is doing it.

IAhL MORGAKNS: There are a great
many. The hon. member has brought
before us, not the arguments of other
men, but their opinions; and he particu-
larly emphasised the opinion of Mr.
Bryce on this question. We have all re-
spect for an opinion expressed by Mr.
Bryce on a political question; but it
must be admitted that he is not infal-
lible, any more than is the member for
Central Murchison. We must admit
that Mr. Bryce might make a mistake
as wvell as other men; and, in view 9f
the opinions which have been expressed
on the 'other side of the question by men
equally as good as Mr. Bryce, it appears
to me the opinions of men which have
thus been brought before us should have
no weight in this House, one way or the
other. It is true we may express our
opinions on any subject, but it does not
follow that our opinions will be right;
and the idea of the hon. member bringing
forward the opinion of 11r. Bryce, and
trying to settle this important question
in a certain way merely because Mr.
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Bryce has happened to say something
which suits the hon. member, and to
bring, that forward as a conclusive proof
that we should not give the vote to
women, is an absurd position for any
member to take up, and I do submit tnat
the opinion so put forward should not
weigh with any member on this great
question. Another opinion given to us
was that of Mr. Harper, of Melbourne,
a gentleman whom I do not know; and
it appears that gentleman's investiga-
tions have led him to a conclusion against
women's suffrage. Still, the opinion
quoted to us does not show a single argu-
ment, but simply says that Mr. Harper
does not believe in women's suffrage;
and upon that evidence the member l or
Central Murchison expects members of
this House to follow Mr. Harper, simply
because that gentleman has expressed an
opinion against female suffrage. I am
not prepared to follow the opinions of
any man; because, if opinions are pro-
duced on one side of a question, I can
bring other opinions expressed by men
and women of equal note, on the other
side, and so we merely get opinions which
are opposed to each other. I say this
kind of evidence is of no avail. The hon.
member referred also to Mr. Glddstona.
There is no man in this House who could
possibly entertain a, greater regard and
respect for the reputation of that great
statesmnan than I do, and I will not yield
to any man in the admiration I have for
that greatest of Britain's sons. But, at
the same time, in a question affecting the
franchise of women, I am not prepared to
accept the views of that great statesman,
lately deceased. I know quite well that
his views upon Social matters in general
were perfectly sound, and were views that
should call forth the respect of all men;*
but at the same time I know his opinions
and views upon many important questions
were not sound, and were not such as
many intelligent men were able to accept.

MR. GsOaos: Yet he had a great fol-
lowing.

Ma. MORCANS: Yes,
MR. ILLIXNOWORTfl: He was as well able

to judge as we are.
AIR. MORGANS: I admit that he was

quite as able to judge of this question
from his point of view as I am to judge of
it from my point of view, and I admit his

knowledge and great talents might have
enabled him to take a. much more intelli-
gent view of the questions than I can;
but I cannot yield to his opinion until 1
am convinced that I am wrong. I ame
quite prepared to defer to the opinions
of greater men, but it does not follow
that I must accept these opinions as being
true, as gospel; and, notwithstanding the
member for Central Murchison is op-
posed to mue in this matter, and that he
has quoted the opinions of others much
stronger than his own, and although 1
admit he knows a great deal more about
this question than I do, yet I do not aee
my way clear to agree with him. Various
questions were raised by the hon. mernber.
He referred, for instance, to that great
writer, "Onida," and I may congratulate
him on having made the first joke I have
beard from him since I have been a mem-
ber of this House; hut the joke, came
badly from the hon. muember, because he
is not accustomed to joking, and he did
not do it well. His joke was in pronounc-
ing the lady's name a" "Oh-you-dear." I
could not quite catch that for the moment,
and I had to refer to a frisky friend in
front, the member for Sussex (Mr. Locke),
to ask what the hon. member meant by
that strange sound ; and, after consider-
able thought, the member for Sussex
said-

MR. ILLINGOoRTH: I said some peonle
pronounce the name "Oht-you-dea.

Ma. MORGANSi: Well, it wvas a very
good joke, and I ami sorry the ton. Itiel'-
her is not accustomed to the pronouncing
of jokes, otherwvise he would have made
it more effective than he did. I do not
know much about this lady.

Ma. ILLINOWORTH: Nor 1.
Ma. MORGANS: Then the hon. mem-

ber has not read her worksI
Ma. ILLINGWORTH: No.
Mn. MORGANS: I am, delighted to

hear hini say ho has not read the works
of that lady, because if he had done an,
and knowing, the strong religious views
of the hon. member, I do not think it
would be possible that the views of that
lady and the strong views of the mem-
ber for Central Murchison could corre-
spond in any way, but that the views of
"Quida," as set forth in her novels, would
*be very repulsive to him. What is the
position of this lady, with regard to her-
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self and her 4oIl Her position simply
is that "Ouida!' is an oppontent of the
views of her own sex. Accepting as a
fact that the views of "Ouida" are gener-
ally in opposition to the views held by my
hon. friend, I say, that is a, good reason
for not following the dictates of any prin-
ciple enunciated by her; because any-
one who has read the novels of *'Ouida'-
will admit that her views generally are in
opposition to those held by the fair sex.
There was one point that had some weight,
and it was in reference to a. petition which
the hon. member dated had been i.re-
seated to the Rouse of Commons against
women's suffrage. Some of the names
on that petition, I am prepared to admit,
deserve the most respectful consideration
from every member of this House.
There are names in that petition which
would cause us to pause before we op-
posed any principles enunciated in the
petition. The hon. member has stated
some of the names to this House. I
can give some of the principal names,
among them being lady Stanley of Al-
derley; Lady Randolph Churchill; Mrs.
Broadhurst, wife of a labor member and
a very able man, too; Professor Huxley,
Mrs. Askwith., W. E. Forster, Max Mul1ler,
Humphrey Ward, Leslie Stephen, Alma
Tademe, J. R. Green, and others. As
to Mrs. Asliwith, I know she is; an intel-
ligent woman, a. great artist, and a, wonman
of large information; and her's is one of
the names I respect particularly.

Ma. ILLLNGORTH: There are hundreds
more, on the same petition.

Ma. MORGOANS: I am prepared to ad-
mit there are thousands; but what is to
he said on the other side, when we have
muen like the present leader of the House
of Commons, Mr. Balfour, who is to-day
one of the acknowledged forces of
England. We have also Mr. Balfour's
sister, who is the pnincipal of Newnhsn,
College; probably one of the most intel-
lectual women in England. We have Lord
Salisbury, a great statesman. We have
Herbert Spencer, and we have a host of
mien and women of great eminence, whose
names can be brought to bear against
those names which have been cited on
one side, and who hold entirely opposite
opinions to any of those eminent persons
quoted on that side. I say, in that case,
no argument can he based upon the

opinions of any of those eminsnAt per-
sons, nor do those names show the ad-
visableness or otherwise of adopting the
principle of this motion ; therefore 1
say the whole of the strong position which
the member for Central Murchison was
supposed to have established, the other
night, crumbles and is of no effect. -1
am. sure the hon. member wvilt admnit
that the expression of opinion by other
people equally good deserves as much con
aideration at the hands of hon. members
of this Assembly, as the opinions of those
lie brought forward on his side of the
question for our edification. I think
I have shown that the position taken by
the hon. member has no foundation what.
ever, and should not weigh in any degree'
with hon. members in coming to a deci-
sion on this important question. There
was one other point touched on by the
bon. muember, when he said that women
were not angels. I would like to ask if
he ever heard a woman say she was an
angel. I have had the privilege of coini-
ing in contact with a large number of
the fair sex during an experience extend-
ing over forty years, and during the
whole of that time I have never heard a
lady suggest that she was an angel, nor
have I beard a lady suggest that any one
of her own sex was angelic; so the hon.
member has set up a. position, for the
pleasure of knocking it down. No woman
hats ever been known to assert that she
is an angel, whether she be married or
unmarried;, and yet the hon. member
actually put before the House the argu-
ment that ladies are not angels. What
did he use that argument forI

Ma. ILLINGWORtTH: I did not use it.
M.R. MORGANS: You did. You said

ladies are not angels.
MR. ILLINGWORtTH: Oh, yes; I said

that.
Mit. MORGANS: But whoever said

women atre angels?
fla. Gnonoz: The member for East

Perth.
Ma. MORGANS: No; that member

did not say so; or, if he did, although r
have read his speech as reported, I did
not observe that expression, unless it has
been left out of the Hansard report, as
another matter was said this afternoon
to have been omlitted. Why is this ques-
tion about angels brought up at allI

[ASSEMBLY.] MoUan to Affirm.
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What is the object of it? What is sup-
posed to be gained by telling this House
and the country that women are not an-
gels? What is to be gained by that?
Nothing at all, except to throw a slur on
women. That is the only object it could
have, and, in view of the fact that no
woman has ever pretended to be an angel,
or thought of asserting her rights as a
angel, I contend the use of the term is
opprobrious, ad intended to be so-

Mn. ILLING.WORTH: I must rise in
explanation. The statement of the hon.
member is utterly unfair ad utterly un-
true. What I stated was that the argu-
ment had been raised by the member for
East Perth (Ur. James), that woxen
would exercise their influence on the side
of righteousness. I then said that all
women were not angels, and that some
women would not exercise their influ-
ence on the side of righteousness. The
furthest thing from my thought was to
cast any reflection on any lady. I have
far too much respect for ladies for that

Ms. JAmas:. And yet you will not
trust them.

Ma. MORG&_NS: I thought the mem-
ber for Central Murchison wished to cast
at reflection on women. He made use of
the argument that women were not
angels, and the only inference was that
the argument was for the, purpose of
bringing odium, at least, on women.

MaR. ILINGWORTU: That is not fair.
MR. MORGANS: If I am wrong I am

prepared to withdraw.
MR. ILLINOWOETH: You are perfectly

unjust.
M& MORGANS: If the hon. member

says he did not intend to cast any reflec-
tion. on women, I am willing to accept
his explanation:, and withdraw what I
have said. At any rate, I know the state-
ment was made, and had the effect out-
side of inducing some men, who are only
too glad to have an opportunity of say-
ing something unkind of the fairer sex,
to believe the opinions they hold are well
estaiblished. But I am quite prepared
to accept the explanation of the hon.
member,

MR. ILLINOWOBTE: If you read the re-
port, you will see it is as I have said.

MaR MORGANS: I have read the re-
port most carefully, and that is the ef-
fect it had on my mind. I am perfectly

certain that during the youth of the
member for West Kimberley (Mr. Forrest),
he called women "angels" many times
And what is more, it is even probable
that when my friend the member for
Central Murcbison (M1r. Illingworth)
was sowing his wild oats in the city of
Melbourne. he also many times called
the fair sex "angels."

Ma. ILuaNGowoar: I did not sow any
wild oats,

MR. MORGANS: I do not know that
there are two more angelic beings in the
House than the two hon. members I have
just mentioned, and they seem to be
agreed that women shall not have a vote.

MR, ILLIN~woRTH: Hear, hear I We
agree on that.

Ma. MORGANS;: There was one point
suggested by the member for Central
Murchison, and I am sure that on this he
did not wish to be unfair. I believe that
when that hon. member addresses the
House he desires to do so in aL spirit of
fairness at all times, But he referred to
a meeting held by the W.QThU, and
said that at that meeting there was on
the platform a gentleman who was not a
teetotaller. I am not aware that it is a
disgrace for a man not to. be a, teeto-
taller.

Ma kILNowoRTH: I never suggested
it was.

MR. MORGANS: I regret to say that
I am not a teetotaler myself. I am no
apostle of lemonade and kolanut; and I
object to the inference that, because a
man takes a glass of whisky he is not
a. good man.

Mn. ILUIWORTH: That is not to be
inferred at all.

MR. MORGANS: I cannot place any
other inference upon it.

Mn. ILLINOWOUTH: What I urged was
Ghst that gentleman was inconsistent.

MR. MORGANS: I am afraid I am again
straying from the path of virtue in attack-
ing the hon. member on this point. At
any rate, I had the curiosity to ascertain
who this creature was--who this man war
who, though not a. teetotaller, appeared
on the Platform of the W.C.T.U. It
turned out to be none other than the Hon.
E. I Wittenoom, the present Agent
General, whom I hare the pleasure of
counting on the list 'of my esteemed
friends.
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MRn lLLIXGwvORTH: He is also a, friend of
wine.

MR. MORGANS :I ain sorryv to tiad
Mr. Wittenoom branded as an unworthy
awn, because he, though not a teetotaller,
salt on the platform of the W.LL;T.U.

MR. IcLuxowoam: Nothing of the sort.
Ma. 'MORGANS:- has anybody ever

btard such an absurd argument used in the
House?1

MR. GEORGE: That is not the conclusion
to be drawn.

MR. Iuaxzowowri: I spoke of the incon-
sistency.

M4R. MORGANS: I do not know that I
mu wrong, because I am speaking from a
knowledge of what I have heard in the
House,

Ma. GEORGE: The question is One of
con sistency.

MR. MORGANS: Later on I shall conic
to the position occupied by the Premier on
this3 question, but I have not quite finished
with the member for Central Murchison
y!-. The latter mcmber told us he was
advocating the cause of womien, When he
urged they should not have a vote.
Tha appears to me to be one of the must
extraordinary arguments ever adduced.
Women are pleading for what is their una-
doubted right, and the member for Central
Murchison, posing as the friend of Women,
refuses to give thcem a. vote. Where is the
friendliness of the hon. member towards
wLomen? Where is his consistency? His
position is absolutely inconsistent?

MR. JAMES.- If the women had votes,
wxho would sew his buttons on7

Ma. MORGANIS: I suppose the hon.
member would have to sew on the buttons
himself. But the member for Central
Murchison goes further and tells the
House that his mission is to defend woman
against herself. Has any statement more
offensive than that ever been made? Does
wc'man need the interference of the mem-
ber for Central Murchison to defend her
against herself? What women are there
in the country who have invited the hon.
member to defend women agrainst them-
selves? I defy the hon. member to name
on"k respectable womian in the community
who has asked. him to do, thaL Women
can stand on their own merits, and do not
require the chamnionship of the mnember
for Central Murchison to defend them
aguinsttheinselves. The atatrtnent olthe

hon. member is bordering on the confines
of effrontery and impertinence. I do not
say it is effrontery, hut it is on the border.
Neither in the colonies nor in any other
part of the world is the championship of
the hon. member required, and the po-
sition assumed by himn is cruel in rgr
to the fairer sex in W.A.

MaR. GEORGE: Rave mecy on him.
Mn. IL1MNGOoRTS: I do not want his

mnercy; I want justice.
Mat. MORGANS: But the funniest part

came_ at the end of the speech of the mem-
ber for Central Murchison. The hon.
member there said-

THEc SPEAKER: ThL hon. member must
no- quote from a debate of this session.

MR. MORGANS: I am very sorry. Had
I thought of that rule, I should have taken
care to copy the lines I was about to
quotaL At ny rate, the member for Cen-
tral Murchison quoted from a poet, though
he did not tell us who that poet was.

Mal. IILItNGW-ORTR:- It was a woman, any-
1how-Mrs. Little.

Ma. MORGANS: Well, she is very little
indeed, the woman who wrote those tines.

MR. JAMES: She signed a. petition
against the Bill.

MR. Gacos: - He, who does not apnirecx-
at- those lines is not worthy of the name
Of man.

Mn. MORGANS: The member for Cen-
tral Murchison read those lines to the
House, and nOW the member for the Mur-
ray (Mir. George) 'does not like my object-
ing to jingles of the kind. There is no
poetry or sensein the lines; there is no-
tbjing to appeal to the intelligence of
either man or woman. I do not think
the lines had the slightest effect on any
hon. member when they were read.

MR. JAMES:; The member for the Mur-
ray was in tears over them.

MiR. MORGAN S: I do know this, that
they had some effect on, some members of
this Hrouse. I saw the lion. member for
West Kimberley With tears in his eyes
when the hon. member read those lines,
and then, in trying to suinpress those tears.
sobs came into his throat. With regard
to the hon. member for the Murray, I
could not watch him also, but most likely
he had tears and sobs, too.

MRs. GEORGE: I would not be ashamed
of it. either.

(ASSUMBLY.1 Motion to Affirm.
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MR. 'MORGANS: The hon. member is
ashamed of nothing. The effect of that
jingle was to carry away the minds of
hon. members from the important mat-
ter before us. Fortunately for me I have
not sufficient memory to remember those
words, hut I know they were words de-
voted to leading us to believe what were
the rights that belonged to women ; and
after having read them more than once--
because I tried to find out that there was
some weaning in the jingle, this supposed
poem, this jingle I1 call it-after trying
to find some meaning in it, I came to
the conclusion that there was nothing in
it, and it was intended to make some
imipression on the minds of members, so
that tbcy could not give sufficient atten.
ion to the subject under discussion. I

think there was something of this kind in
t.his poem-

The rights of Women, what are the *y?
The right to labour and to pray.

What a very generous attitude for man-
kind, to allow women to labour and to
pray! What ii generous poet to a~iow such
a thing!

The right to watch while others sleep.
What an advantage-a& woman to have the
privilege to watch while others sleep!

Wl.I prefer to leave this right to some-
one else, to the hon. member for Central
Murchis on.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: I will take it; it is
good enough.

MRs. MORGANS:
The right to watch while others sleep,
The right o'er others' woes to weep.

Who wants to weep o'er woes? I do not
want to weep over anybody's woes. Let
the member for the Murray do it.

The right to succour in reverse,
The right to please While others curse.

Did anybody ever hear such extraordinary
jingle. The hon. gentleman tells me that
Mrs. Little was the. author of this poem.
I never read it before ; I have never had
I he misfortune to read such jingle before,
and I hope I never shall. In any case, I
say this poem-if the hon. member for
Central Murchison had not told me who
had Written it-I should have taken to
be by Mr. Sankey, of Messrs. Sankey and
Moody, those religious revivalists who
were making an immense fortune in all
parts of the world a few years ago. If

any hon. member will take the poem and
read it, and study it, and see what there
is in it, I say he will always regret that
such an honourable, such an able, such
an intelligent man as the member for
Central Murchison should have inflicted
such a jingle on the members of the House.
I have nothing more to say about it.

MR. GORGo: I should think you have
not; you have said nothing yet.

MR. MORGANS: We come to the hon.
member for the Murray: what does he
ay? He snys that women should not be
required to go on the platform. Who-
ever said they should? I never did. The
member for East Perth never said so.
The opponents of this motion are al-
ways begging the question. They are
raising up bogeys, to knock down
themselves. I say if it is necessary for
the women to go on the platform, they
Will make a better show than the men
who go there. Then the hon. member
said that ladies would go round canvas-
sing. Whoever asked a woman, or who-
ever suggested that a woman should be
a cainvasser at election times? The giving
of a vote to a lady does not mean that
she could go and canvass votes. These
are the arguments which have been set
up for the purpose of being knocked
down by the w'-nents of this question
themselves. I never heard, in the course
of my experience, any statements so wild
as those brought forward in this House
against the question of womanhood suf-
frage. Here, the hon. member says,
are 70,000 men in this colon~v who
have not votes, and for that reason we
should not give the vote to women.

MR. GEORGE: I said, put these men on
the roll first.

Ma. MORGANS: That is the same
thing. I say if there is a man in this
colony who, has not a vote, it is his Own
fault All he has to do is to make an
application in the proper quarter to get
his name on the roll, and he becomes a
voter at once. Therefore, to use such an
argument before this Assembly is abso-
lutely unfair.

Mnm GEORGE: What about those whose
names were knocked off?

2AL MORGANS: That is their own
fault, through some neglect or mistake
on their part. I assert to this House
that it is not necessary for any man in
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this olony to be without a& vote, if he
takes the necessary steps to get it.
Therefore, all this argumient falls to the
ground. There was a quotation made
from a letter written by a very distin-
guished lady, Mrs. Clarke, who is the
head of the Women's Christian Temper-
ance Union in this colony. 1 am very
sorry to hear any expression from any
member of this House which could pos-
sibly bring ridicule down upon that very
estimable and distinguished lay, and it
is unworthy of any member of the House
to say one word which would bring ridi-
cule down upon her, and I regret very
mnuch that one or two members in this
Rouse to-night have done so I think it
is unfair. A member read a letter whih
was distributed among some of the mem-
bers of this Rouse. I did not get one,
but I have seen it since in the news-
paper, and I say that letter does infinite
credit to Mirs. Clarke.

MIL MORAN: It lost two votes in the
House.

lfj. MORAANS: It may have lost
fifty votes, but it was a6 carefully-penned
letter, and penned on principles of logic,
and was a 6redit to the lady wh6 wrote
it. I am quite prepared to support her
views& What I say is this, that the hon.
member for the Murray seems to take it for
granted that if you give a woman a vote,
you absolutely knock her off any other
business in life. This seems an absurd
position. If women have a vote, that
vote can only be used during the period
of a general election, or when a. Ministry
goes out. Women would not be supposed
to be going out voting every day of the
week. If a woman has a vote, it is un-
necessary that she should bea out every
day and every night voting. Why take
this unreasonable view? Why misrepre-
sent the facts to this House? Hon. mem-
bere are trying to prejudice the case of
their opponents. I will not detain the
House longer. I have expressed my
views about this question, but there is
one Point which the hon. member for
East Coolgardie has reminded me of,
about women going into Parliament. I
say the logical position of giving women
a vote is that they will go to Parliament
and occupy any position: but I do not be-
lieve that will be the Practical result. I
do not believe many women will care to

go into Parliament I believe they look
on their sphere of action as cat in other
lines, but at the samne time there is
nothing to prove that if the suffrage were
given to women on the lines which they
are asking for it, there would be anything
to prevent women going into Parlia-
ment and occupying the position of
Speaker, or Judge of the Supreme Court.
I ant prepared to admit that the logical
sequence of the right to vote, if given to
wvomen, is what I have stated, although I
do not believe it will come about. In
conclusion, I beg to say, much as I re-
gret the unkind words that have been
said with reference to women over this
debate, the unjust and unpardonable posi-
tion which some members have taken
up in regard to this pdtition, I say that
my friend, the member for Central Mur-
chison, in this respect, has been the
greatest sinner. We expected something
better from him. He is supposed to lie a
man possessing democratic views, a man
of a ct-ion and progress. But he has stood
in this House and given the* strongest op-
position to the member for East Perth.
I regret that, because there is nothing
that can damage the position of the mem-
her for Central Murchison, politically,
socially, and religiously so much as the
position he has taken up in reference to
this question of womanhood suffrage.
There is nohhng 'that can do him so
much damage, I repeat. And I regret
that there is a tendency in this House
on the part of certain members, not to
give an unprejudiced consideration to the
question. Hon. members go with the
Premier, who says that women have not
demanded this reform. I deny that.
The Premier hag no ground for saying so.
The Premier used another argument
which is absolutely unfounded. He says
we should go slowly; we should not take
this step, because the mother country has
not taken it; that we should not take
any steps that the mother country has not
taken. The position is inconsistent.
This country has gone ahead of the
mother country in giving manhood suf-
frage in this country, and which does not
exist in England. The position of the
Premier is untenable, and his argument
falls to the ground. All these arguments
are intended to show the state of discord
in the minds of hon. members, and for-
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the purpose of confusing the great issue
before this Hlouse That is the inten-
tion of the arguments brought forward;
and whatever may be the result of this
division, this cause is a great one-this
cause of womanhood suffrage, their right
to vote and be planed in the same posi-
tion as men, and their right to occupy
the position intended for them in this
life, If we fail to-night in the division,
I safely predict that in a very short time
tee member for East Perth wilt see this
question brought forward in this
House and carried to victory, and
in the Upper House also.

Tm: COMMISSIONER uF CROWN
LANDS (Hon. Gi. Throssell): I desire, in
a. few, words as possible, to give my sup-
port to the member for East Perth, and
to heartily congratulate him~ on the ability
displayed in bringing this mnotion forward;
for, although we may be defeated on this
occasion, hon. members may rest assured
that the time is not far distant when this
motion will be carried by a good majority.
I find no noivelties in the arguments,
either for or against the motion- I
think we should deal with principles, and
not with the measure in detail; and it
is enough for me to be satisfied that the
principle is a right one. I must con-
fess that I have indeed been disappointed
this evening at the arguments that have
fallen from the Premier. What does it
signify whether woman is able to go out
and do battle? History tells us that,
if she is not able to fight, she has great
influence in making other people do so.
I ca.give you a, whole list of nm es, if
necessary, to prove that women of light
and leading throughout the old world and
throughout Australia, at the present time
and in the past, have given their heartiest
support to this movement. Some hon.
members in this Assembly have not treat-
ed the question with that seriousness
which has been devoted to it in other
places; but during the last few days 1,
in order to get special information from
those colonies where the great principle
advocated has been in existence, sent a
telegram to South Australia and also one
to the Premier of New Zealand, inquiring
as to the working of the measure in their
colonies; and I have great pleasure in
reading a telegram received from the

Premier of New Zealand, which is as fol-
lows: -

The extension of franchise to women in our
colony baa proved beneficial. Taking an active
and intelligent iziterest in political matters has
in no waymarred their 'womanhood. If any-
thing, there is an improvement. Only to-night
the second reading of a Bill to remove all dis-
abilities and to allow them to become members
of Parliament and local bodies has been passed
.n the voice-B. J. SEDDON, Premier.

*That is from the Premier of a colony
*where this principle has passed the stage
of theory; and in this House, where a
short time ago we talked very readily
about one people and one destiny, shall
we sneer at what has been done in those
colonies so close to us? The Premier
said to-night he believed the women do
not want the franchise; but I assert,
advisedly, that any hon. member in this
House who says that such is the case is
altogether out of touch with what is go-
ing on in Western Australia. It is true
that the women may not have agitated
upon it, but as one closely associated
with social reform in this colony for the
last 25 years, I venture to say that, if
a vote of the women could be taken this
evening, it would be, found that deep
down in the hearts of our most cultured
wvomen there is a desire for the right to
vote. What is our position now? We
give the franchise to every man, however
debased, whose only contribution to the

*taxation of the colony may be the duty
on the beer which he swills, yet we deny

Ithe franchise to womant simply because
*she is a woman, whatever her contribu-
tions to the State may be. I would ak
hon. members to look at their own mocon-

*sistency, and consider what we did this
afternoon when we passed the second
reading of a Bill to enable a woman not
under 30 years of age to obtain a, license
to keep a public-house. We gave her
the power to go in and hold a licensed
house, and I suppose to pay the taxes;
but although we have placed her in that
position, and properly so, we refuse to
give her a. vote. Is that consistency?
I say it is not. Hon. members in this
House know as well as I do many instances
in this colony at the present time where
women are employing a large number
of men, and during the time of an election
the man occupying the lowest position
in her e-mloy can vote, whilst she, who
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keeps the whole thing in motion, is passed
by. I am aura that even hon. members
who are opposed to women as a. whole
having votes would rant it to such as
those to whom I have referred, for I have
heard them say so. Rut I maintain
that the object of every statesman should
be to, give every person worthy of it a
share in the government of the country
through an elective franchise, I am
sorry that the Premier did not deal with
the principle in the juotion, for it has been
found worthy of consideration by other
statesmen. I feel sure the time is not
far distant when it will be deemed worthy
of his attention, and he will wake up and
wonder at his action and that of others
in this Parliament on the present occa-
sion. We are told that women do not
care for the franchise and do not want
it , and that they take no interest in poli-
tics, I do not know how it is in some
families, but I have pleasure in saying
that in my own and in others, intelligent
women display a very deep interest in
the affairs of this colony. We have had
cvidence , during the discussion of the
queetion of divorc.e and other subjects, of
the interest taken by women in politics,
and if we need ocular demonstration at
the present moment we have only to look
at the Ladies' Gallery. The principle
advocated is righteous and must be
adopted, and it will be the salvation of
stable government. What have we to
fear from it? Will hon. members pre
aume. to get up and say that the vote
of woman will be on the wrong
side? We know that when thq
time conie, as come it assuredly will,
woman will be found voting for all that
is highest and besit calculated to, minister
to the welfare of the country. Woman
has not studied politics as. main bas done,
because she has not had an opportunity
of so doing; but the experience of South
Australia and of New Zealand, and else-
where, wvill be that of West Australia, for
the reforms she will bring, about will not
be such as ore anticipated by those op-
pose4 to the motion. Whatever our
misgivings, and whatever our disappoint-
ments, it may be said of woman, in this

great question, that she will give her vote
for

Men whom the lust of office does not kill;
Mlen whom the spoils of office cannot buy;

Mean who possess opianions and a will
MNen who have honour; men who will not

lie.
Do right for right's sake, and not for ex-
pediency ;and support this motion, Le-
cause the movement has been proved to
the hilt in other places, and because the
leading statesment of other colonies are in
favour of the righteous principle, that the
tax-payers shall have a voice in the mak-
ing of the laws.

THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL (Hon. R.
W. Pennefather): It certainly needs a
little courage to attempt to address this
House from the opposite point of view
from that taken by the Commissioner of
Crown Lands, in his rallying and enthusi-
astic address. The faces of hon. members
who have been supporting this motion
brightened up with a vitality that has been
absent from them for the last hour and
a half, and I feel sure they must neces-
san-Iy have come to the conclusion. that,
after the address of that hon. gentQ:1iiar,
the battle is won. What is the particu-
lar subject we are discussing to-night? I
take it to be none other tha-n wvhetter I is
is the proper time to give the franchise
to women. Before saying anything about
my opinion on the subject, I cannot help
expressing, at this stage, my astonish-
%nent at the superlative audacity, as I may
term it, of the member for Coolgardia (Mr.
M~organs), who accuses every man who baa
spoken in the House on thisaeide of the
question, of not having used an argument.
Throughout ,the whole of-his addre-eR, I
listened for an argument from the hon.
member himself, but did not hear rn -
T must say that the hon. member does
credit to himself as a, master of circum-
locution, for he talked round and round
the subject in ri ngs, so that we never knew
whether he. was going away from the centro
or was about to approach it. I like to
listen to him, hut I think he was rather
too severe on the member for Central
Mfurchison. @fr. Illingworth). I take it
that a, party who asserts a proposition
should prove it. Throughout the whole
of this debate there has been a, great deal
of misconception caused by statements
made, which would conclude the whole of

[ASSEMBLY.] Motion to Affirm.
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the arguments if accepted. Men start
off with the proposition, "Why deny to
women the right of voting?" Deny the
right 1 Let us analyse those words.
Denial indicates opposition to a claim.
Where is the evidence to satisfy us that
the bulk of the women demand the fran-
chisel INo such evidence has been fur-
nished to the House.

Ma. JAMES: Why deny them the privi-
lege because they do not claim it?

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: The
next thing I would urge is that right
necessarily means something to the ad-
vantage of the person concerned.

Ma. VosPRaa A man might have a
right to be. hanged, but it would not be
for his benefit.

Tan ATTORNEY GENERAL: That
would not be a, right. That is a miscon-
ception of the meaning of the word
"cright."

MaR. LsAn,: Some people would
.grumble even then.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: They
would. "Right" necessarily involves
something for the benefit of the person
aff ected. Where, I again ask, is the
evidence that the built of the women ( f this
community claim the franchise as a rght
If, as the challengre was thrown out, the
subject were referred by referendum to
the bulk of the community, I do not
doubt for a momient. that the majority of
women would say they do not want the
franchise.

Ma. JAuES: Why not run the risk, and
give them a chance?

THn ATTORNEY GENERAL: The
hon. member knows there is no evidence
of the two main factors he wishes to en-
quire into;- firstly, is it a right claimed by
the bulk of the women of the community?
and, secondly, do the bulk of the women
demand it? True it is that there are cer-
tain ladies in this city and in the colony
generally, who have, by writing up and
speaking upon it, raised up a strong be-
lief that they are doing right for the
women of the country. I do not doubt
their earnestness, but it does not follow
that because people are earnest or sincere
in a cause, that cause is necessarily a
right one. It must be proved, and on
this subject I Nail to see that the question,
why it is a woman should not get the
right to vote the same as a man, insuof-

I ficiently proved. The first statement Is
that a womnan pays taxes, the same as a
mlan. If that is ant argument, then an
infant under 18 years of age, who pays
taxes, should have a vote. The next
point is, is it because woman is inferior
to man, that she is denied the voteI Cer-
tFxinly not. No, one can make a, compari-
son, because the one is not inferior to the
other, but is entirely different, for the
wonian has qualities that a inan does not
y ossess. A. woman relies on the strength
of the man to protect her, and that rela-
tion hra existed since aivilisatiom was.

Ma1. JAMES: To the same extent as now?
Tims ATTORNEY GENERAL: Even'

hit.
A. JAMES. Rubbish!

Tan ATTORNEY GENERAL: The
hon. member says "rubbish." It is evi-
dent his arguments are not convincing even
to his own mind, and he indulges in that
worft of naguage, in the heat of the mo-
ment. I do think that, while one is
not always wedded to the same opinion,
the time may come when I can admit
I was wrong on this question to-
day ; but, up to the present, I
have heard no, reasons to satisfy
me that it is for the benefit, not
only of the women, but the true test is
whether it is for the benefit of the whole
community that women should have a
vote. The right to exercise the fran-
chise may bring with it not only corres-
ponding duties, but corresponding degra-
dation. of those noble qualities we admire
in woman. When you go home after the
day's work and have to sit by the fireside
and listen to a political discussion, and
hear opinions that are, perhaps, opposite
to what you hold, you may not be in a
humour to listen to such opinions; and if
the battle over questions you have to face
outside the home is to be renewed at the
fireside by a talking woman, wvho may
tals you out of the house, there wiill pro-
bably be ample material, in such a, state
of things, to keep the courts employed,
not solely with questions of judicial se-
paration, but perhaps with questions ens-
iut out of more serious offences. We
are only a. small section of the civilised
world, and you can show only two States
in America, and only two in these colonies,
or in the whole of the Britishb empire;
one of these two being marked out an
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almost legislative mad. Therefore I de-
cline to follow the lead of New Zealand,
or of those two or three other States; and
I think the proper course for this House
is to abide the time when other and larger
communities than ours have shown us the
war, by adopting this new principle and
working it out beneficially.

MR. HASSELL (Plantagenet): The
member for Coolgardie (Mr. Morgans) re-
ferred to a certain letter. I may say
that letter has totally changed my
opinion, and instead of voting for thai
motion as I had intended to do, I shall
certainly vote against it.

MR. WALLACE (Ilalgoo): I move the
adjournament. of the debate.

Put and passed, and the debate ad-
journed.

EARLY OLO.Sl (4 BILL.
Received from the Legislative Council,

and, on the motion Of MR. JAmEs, read a
first time.

LOCAL COUJRTS EVIDENCE BILL.

Received from the Legislative Council,
and, on the motion of MR. JAmEs, read a
first time.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House aiijourned at 1O.55 p.m.

until the next day.

&r±gilsiffb. stmbju,
Thursday, 18th A ugust, 18O98

Paper presented-Question: Hospital Patients
at Cue and Day Dawn-Question: Rail-
way Officials and Removal from Stations
-Tick in Fast Ktimberley: Select Commit-
tee's Report-"Hannird" Reports: Per-
sonal Explanation (Mr. Vosper)-Heaith
Bill, in Commit-tee, clauses 1 to 47-Wines,
Beer, and Spirit Sale Amendmient Bill, in
Committee (reported)-Miessages: (1) An-
nual Estimates, (2) Health Bill1, and Be-
appropriation of Loan Moneys Bill; recom-
mending Appropriations-Return ordered:
Official Receiver's Department, Fees and
Commissions - Metropolitan Waterworks
Board, Select Committee, Change of a Mem-.
ber-Annuall Estimates, Committee of
Supply-Financial Statement, first item
moved, debate adjourned-Adjournment.

Ti SPEAKER took the chair at 4.30
O'clock, P.M.

PRAtYER.

PAPER PRESENTED.

By the COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS:
Land Selection, 1898, Report of Depart-
ment.

Ordered to lie on the table.

QU-ESTION: HOSPITAL PATIENTS AT
CUE AND DAY DAWN.

MR. ILLINGXVO1TH asked the Pre-
mier the cost per head of patients in Cue
and Day Dawn loispitals during the last
financial. year.

THE PlIEMIER (]light Hon. Sir J.
Forrest) replied: -1, The cost per head
of patients in the Cue Hospital for the
last financial year was £20 16s. 7d. As,
however, there ax-e yet a fae accounts out-
standing, this is to some extent approxi.-
mate. 2, Day Dawn Hospital in not under
the control of the Medical Departmeont.
It is very muich anualler than Cue Hospital1.
3, The total expenditure for Cue Hospital
during 1897-98 has been £2,395 10s. 2d.
Day Dawn has received through the Medi-
cal Department £942 6is. 2d.

QUESTION: RAILWAY OFFICIALS A ND
REMOVAL FROM STATIONS.

ME. TJEAKE asked the Commissioner of
Railv-ays,-1, Why the guards and other


